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The Fight on Quaker Hill.
By HARBY MOORE.
CHAPTER I.
'.A REDSKIN AND SOME REDCOATS.

"Hello, redskin, where did you get that gun?"
"Injun had gun long time."
"Oh, is that so?"
"Ugh."
"I guess you stole it from some white man, eh?"
"Injun ~o steal. Me good Injun."
"Oh, you're a good Indian, eh?"
"Ugh."
"Well, well. That is somethinf'\ I never expected to see
....a good Indian that was alive. Itow about you, boys?"
"It's the same with us."
"Yes, yes."
"I've heard it said that only dead Indians are good ones."
It was mid-afternoon of a day in September, of the year
1777.
A party consisting of about a dozen British soldiers stood
in the middle of the road leading to the Schuylkill River, a
few miles west of Philadelphia, Penn. In front of them
stood an Indian-a fine-looking specimen as one would wish
to see. In the Indian's hands was a rifle, which was rather
unusual for an Indian. Few knew how to handle rifles,
a~ the majority used bows and arrows.
, 'whil-e the redcoats were giving utterance to the exclamatio~ the redskin looked at them in sullen defiance.
Itwas plain that he would have cheerfully killed and
scalp~ the entire party.
TM,eader of the party of redcoats was a lieutenant, a
young \low with a dissipated look. He now laughed sneeringly, a\ said:

"I am glad that I have at last seen one good Indian that
was alive."
The Indian grunted, and his coal-black eyes fixed them1
selves upon the face .of the young man in a stare that would
have been disconcerting to most men. The lieutenant was
young and reckless, however, and he did not pay any attention to the look on the redskin's face and in his eyes.
He made up his mind that he would have some sport
at the Indian's expense.
He put on a judicial expression, and, with a sly wink at
his companions, said :
"I believe the redskin has stolen the rifle, men. What
do y~u think?"
" I think the same."
"And I."
"Yes, it isn't his rifle."
Such were a fe,w of the replies.
"It my rifle," said the Indian, with dignity. "Me buy
um."
"Bah, you can't make us believe that," the lieutenant
said, sneeringly.
"Not a bit of it," from another.
"No, no; that story won't do," from another still.
"It my rifle, just same," the Indian averred. "No steal
um."
The lieutenant shook his head.
"You can't make us believe it, Indian; and now, the
question is, what shall we do with him, boys?"
The majority shook their heads to signify that they did
not know.
"Take the rifle away from him," said one.
"Yes, we will do that," the lieutenant said. "But we
ought to punish him, I think."
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" Oh, yes; certainly we ought," said another of the solThen his men, at the order, ranged themselves around
diers.
the Indian in a semicircle.
"Better not hurt Injun," said the redskin in a threatThe lieutenant took up his position close to the edge of
ening manner.
the bluff. He pointed his pistol at the Indian.
"Jump!" he ordered.
The redcoats laughed.
The Indian obeyed.
"What will you do if we hurt you?" the lieutenant asked.
Straight out from the bank he leaped, and down. he went.
"Hunt white men down; shoot um-maybe," was the
head-first.
stolid reply.
Splash!
"He threatens usl" the lieutenant cried, angrily. "Did
He
went under, out of sight.
you hear what he said, boys?"
Then
he came up again, and started to swim out into
"We did!"
the
river.
That he was a splendid swimmer was easy to
"And now I'll tell you what I have made up my mind

to

do."
"What?"
"We will, first of all) take the rifle away from him."
"Yes!"
"Then we will take him to the river, to where there is a
bluff a dozen or fifteen feet high, and we will make him dive
off the bluff again and again till he is about half drowned."
"That will be all right," said one of the soldiers.
The others nodded.
The Indian's face grew dark. He glared at Lieutenant
Bond sullenly.
"Better not do um," he said.
"Bah!" with a sneering laugh. "Boys, take his rifle
away from him."
The lieutenant drew a pistol as he spoke, and added, in
a threatening voice'
"If you attempt to resist or to escape, I will put a bullet
through you."
The Indian looked gloomily at the flpeaker.
·'Red Rover no can fight so menny," he said.
"That is sensible, at any rate."
One of the redcoats leaped forward and took the rifle out
of the reluctant hand of the redskin.
"Now, redskin, march!" said the lieutena.nt. "Right
about, face, and march to the bank of the river.''
' The Indian turned and walked slowly away in the direction of the Schuylkill.
The redcoats followed, pistols in hand, with their eyes
on their prisoner, to see that he did not try to make an
escape.
Soon the river was reached.
Where the road struck the stream there was no bank to
speak of. There was a ford at this point, and the water
was shallow.
"Tmn to the right and keep along the shore," ordered
the iieutenant.
The Indian obeyed.
The redcoats followed, still keeping a wary eye on the
redskin.
The party made its way along a distance of a quarter of
a mile, and then the Indian paused.
He had come to a spot where the bank was at least
fifteen feet above the water.
"This will do nicely," said the lieutenant.
~~

see.

"Stop!" called out Lieutenant Bond, sharply. "Comf
back!"
he Indian reluctantly obeyed.
It was plain that he would have been glad to have kept
on swimming toward the farther shore.
"Come out, and back up here," the lieutenant ordered.
The Indian did as told.
He eyed the lieutenant and his comrades with a look
of smoldering hatred.
The look said as piainly as words could have done: "If
ever I get the chance I will kill and scalp the last one of
you!"
But lhe redcoats, holding the redskins in contempt, gave
no heed to the look.
They did not for a moment think that one Indian could
do them any harm.
The redcoats laughed.
"How do you like it?" one ::;ked.
"Like um as good as white man like um when it come
him time t' do it," was the stolid reply .
·
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the redcoat. "Hear that, b~ys?
He is going to make me do the same thing-some time."
"Jump!" ordered the lieutenant.
·
The Indian obeyed.
He leaped off the bank, and shot downward, head-first,
as he had done before.
Splash!
Under the redskin went, out of sight.
When he came up Lieutenant Bond ordered him to come
ashore, and he obeyed.
It was great sport for the British soldiers.
They laughed at the redskin and jeered him.
His eyes grew darker still, with anger, and it seemed at
times as though he might leap at his tormentors bare-handed. He was wise, however, and restrained himself. He cam~
of a cunning race, and made up his mind to bide his time
He would get a chance at the palefaces some time, he wlll
sure, and then-well, he would repay them with interel
'That was a.nuther characteristic of his race.
The redcoats neither knew nor suspected what was ·issing in the mincl of their .victi:qi, and they continul. to
laugh at and jeer him; and the lieutenant contin;d to
make him dive off the bank into the river, till the p'1' fellow was almost exhausted.
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"Red Rover no furgit," he murmured. "Him settle with
bad palefaces some time."
The next moment a handsome, bronzed youth of perhaps nineteen years stood before him. Behind the youth
stood a magnificent coal-black horse.
The redskin stared at the youth, and then looked beyond
him.
"Where other palefaces?" he asked.
The youth smiled.
"There are no others," he replied.
The redskin stared in still greater amazement.
"No others?" he exclaimed. "I heerd heap noise, like
lot uv men."
The youth nodded toward his horse.
"He made the noise you heard," with a smile. "I made
him prance around in the dry underbrush. It sounded
like a lot of men running fast."
The Indian's face relaxed into a grim smile.
It was evident that the trick the y.oi.mg paleface had
played on the redcoats was a pleasing one, to his way of
thinking.
"Ugh; young paleface heap smart!" he said. "Heap
brave-ugh."
The young man laughed.
"It didn't take much bravery to do what I did. I knew
that I could frighten them away without much trouble."
· "Red Rover much oblige t' young paleface. l\fe um
frien', ugh!"
CHAPTER II.
"Oh, that's all right. I was crossing at the ford below,
and happened to see you dive head-first off the bank. I
DICK SLATER APPEARS.
wondered at it, and when I saw you climb back and repeat the performance I felt that there was something strange
The redcoats b~came alarmed instantly.
about the affair.- I came ashore and' dismounted; then I
They imagined that a force of rebels was closing in on made my way up here and took a survey of the situation. I
them.
saw what was going on, and decided to take a hand in the
Of" course, it wa;o; natural that they should think that the fun. I did so, as you know."
force outnumbered their own.
"Red Rover know. Him much 'blige."
They were seized with a sudden panic.
"You are welcome; but, by the way, where are you from?
"Run, boys," cried the lieutenant, himself setting the I didn't know there were any Indians in this part of the
example. "Flee for your lives."
country.'~
The men obeyed the command with alacrity.
"I have been 'way down South, an' now I am gain'
Crack!
·
back t' my people, many miles t' the west."
It was a pistol-shot, and one of the redcoats gave utter"In the mountains, eh?"
ance to a howl of pain. He had been hit by the bullet, but
"Ugh!"
the wound was not serious, and he kept on running.
"Well, I must be going, Red Rover, and I would advise
Crack!
that you get out of this part of the country as quickly as
Again there sounded a pistol-shot, and again there was a possible, before the redcoats get after you again."
cry of pain from a redcoat.
A peculiar smile appeared on the Indian's face. He shook
"After them, boys!" shouted a stentorian voice. "After his head.
the scoundrels! Don't let them escape!"
"Injun no go-now," he said.
The crashing in the underbrush continued unabated, and
The youth looked surprised and interested.
the redcoats, certain that they were being pursued by an
"What are you going to do?" he asked.
overwhelming force of "rebels," ran as they had never run
"Goin' to stay here."
before.
"What for?"
They quickly disappeared from the sight of the redskin,
"T' settle with redcoa.ted palefaces."
who raised himself to a sitting posture and shook a. clenched
There was something wild and fierce in the Indian'stvoice
fist after them.
and air.

At last he dropped on the ground, after having climbed
laboriously up the steep bluff. He seemed about half dead
from fatigue.
"Get up, redskin," ordered the lieutenant. "Get up and
take another head off the bank."
The Indian shook his head weakly.
"Red Rover no do," he said, faintly. "If jump 'gin, no
git out. In.jun drown, sure."
"Well, what is that to us?" in a heartless tone. "What
do we care? One redskin more or less will not make any
difference. Get up and make the leap, I tell you."
"In.jun no do um."
The lieutenant grew red with anger.
He shook the pistol fi1::ccely.
"You will get up and leap, or I will put a bullet through
..-._ you," he cried. "Take your choice."
"Injun no can do um," was the sullen reply. "Injun
drown if him jump, so might as well die by bullet."
"And that's the way you will die, unless you get up and
make the leap quickly."
At this instant there came an interruption.
A crashing of underbrush was heard, and then a voice,
which called out, loudly:
"This way, boys! Here are some redcoats, and we will
get them suirounded and kill the entire lot! Quick! Come
on, all of you!"
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"Ah, so that's what you are thinking of doing, eh?"
. "Ugh!'~
i'Well, I don't blame you for feeling the way you do about
tlie matter, Why were they making you dive into the river,
any.way?"
"Just because um want t' have fun," in a voice filled
:with bitterness and anger. "Now I am goin' t' stay here
an' have fun with bad palefaces, ugh!"
"l don't blame you f.pr wanting to do so, as I said befor; but we had better get away from here. They will be
coming back soon, likely, to see what has become of the
party of rebels who put them to flight."
"Come with me," said the Indian. "I show you where
Red Rover goin' t' stay, an' if you want him, you will know
where t' look fur um."
He strode away, the young man following, and behind
him came the horse.
After a wali. of twenty-five minutes a small log cabin
was reached. It stood deep in the forest, in the midst of
a thick growth of trees and underbrush. It was invisible
at a distance of thirty yards. It was only about a quarter
of a mile from the river.
The Indian turned to hi s rescuer and said:
"Young paleface tell um name ? Red Rover want t'
know who um frien' is."
The youth hesitated a moment, and then said:
"My name is Dick Slater."
The Indian nodded.
"lnjun remember," he said. Then he gave the youth
a shrewd look, and added:
"Dick Slater a soldier-mebby?"
The youth nodded.
"Yes," he acknowledged..
"Um b'long t' soldiers that wear blue coats, ugh?"
"Yes."
"Heap good; Red Rover help bluecoated soldiers every
time. Red Rover hate redcoated soldiers."
"You certainly have no .cause for liking them."
Dick Slater was at that time quite famous as a scout and
spy.
He was also famous as being the captain of a company of
young fellows of about his own age, the company being
known as The Liberty Boys of '76.
The Liberty Boys had taken part in a number of battles,
and had done good work.
They were young and impetuous, and did not know the
meaning of the word fear.
This made them desperate and daring fighters on the
battlefield, and their determination to keep on fighting to
the very last had more than once tumed the tide of battle
in favor of the patriots. Consequently the Liberty Boys
were high in the esteem of General Washington and the
leading patriot officers.
He was now on his way to Philadelp11ia to spy on the
British.
He remained there, talking to the Indian an hour or
more. He was in no hurry, as he did ·not wish to reach
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Philadelphia before nightfall anyway, so he could afford to
stay and converse with his l"edskin friend.
He had entered the cabin, and seated himself, and the
two were thus able to be comfortable while talking.
Suddenly the Indian held up a warning finger.
"Sh!" he whispered. "Somebody comin'!"

CHAPTER III.
A• PRISONER.

"ls there more than one?" whispered Dick.
The Indian shook his head.
"No, only one," he replied.
The steps sounded louder and louder.
The person, whoever he might be, was now close at
band.
Then the door opened, and a shaggy head was protruded
into the cabin.
The owner of the head was a man of about forty years;
he was bearded and uncouth-looking, and had a long rifle
in his hands.
Dick glanced from him to the Indian, and realized at once
that the latter knew the newcomer.
"How?" he said. "Come in, Luke."
The man looked surprised, and gave the speaker a more
searching look."
"W'y, et's Red Rover!" he exclaimed.
"Ugh. Where Luke been?"
"Ever'whar, Eed Rover; but whar ye be'n sence _I seen
ye las'?"
"'Way ~own South."
"Humph! An' who's yer f:den'?"
"Um Dick Slater."
The man held out a hand to Dick-he had entered the
cabin-and the youth took it.
"My name's Luke Sheddin," he said.
He then explained that he was a hunter and trapper, and
that his stamping ground, as he expressed it, was in the
mountains to the west, in the Indian country, where Red
Rover's people lived.
"Thet's whar we got ter knowin' each other," he said.
Dick did not -exactly fancy the man's looks; -but judged
that he was not so bad as he looked.
An hour later the Liberty Boy bade the two good-by and
took his departure.
"Goin' ter stop heer ez ye go back?" asked Sheddin, as
Dick was riding away.
"I don't know; perhaps so."
Dick soon reached the road and then urged his horse
into u gallop.
Jle rode onward steadily an hour, and then was within
two miles of Philadelphia.
He dismounted and led his horse deep into the timber,
and tied him to a tree.
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'rhen he sat down 'lt the foot of another tree and composed himself to await the coming of darkness before venturing to approach the Quaker City.
He had been up nearly all the preceding night, and
was sleepy, and before he realized that b.e was in danger
of going to sleep, he was uncon scious of his surroundings.
Suddenly he awoke with a start.
He felt bands upon his arms, and realized that he was in
danger.
•
He looked around, and founq himself surrounded by
a dozen redcoats.
C-_ie of these had his arm in a sling, and Dick at once
guessed that this was the force that had been having sport
with the Indian, Red Rover.
He did not believe that the redcoats guessed that he
was the person who had frightened them away, however,
and so he decided to put on a bold front and try to get
them to let him alone.
"What do you mean?" he asked. "Wl1y have you seized
me?"
"You are our prisoner," said the leader, a lieutenant.
It was indeed Lieutenant Bond.
"Your prisoner?"
"Yes."
"Why a prisoner?"
"Because you are a rebel spy!"
"I am not."
"Of course you would say that."
"Because it is true."
"Bah! Please explain why you were sitting here asleep."
. "I was resting, after a long ride."
"'That will do to tell, but my opinion is that you were
waiting for night to come, to shield your movements, and
that you intended to slip into the city on a spying expedition."
"I had no such intention."
"We shall see; boys, bind his arms."
Dick saw that it would be useless to resist; they outnumbered him a dozen to one.
They bound his arms and then took his weapons away
from him.
They were smprised when they found four pistols in his
belt.
."You go pretty well armed, young fellow," said the lieutenant.
. "Yes; there are times when one should have weapons,
you know. I was afraid that I might meet some rebels,
and wanted to be in a position to protect myself."
The redcoats laughed ironically.
"You are pretty smart," the lieutenant said. "But you
can't fool us."
"I am not trying to fool you."
"That remains to be seen. We are going to take you into
the city and turn you over to the commander-in-chief. If
he chooses to believe your story, well and good. We will not
have ·anything to say."
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Dick saw it would be useless to argue with the lieutenant.
"I can wait," he said, with well-assumed satisfa.ction.
"As soon as your commander-in-chief has seen .. me and
talked to me he will set me free."
"Perhaps so."
This was said in a tone of voice that implied doubt.
Then Dick was placed on the back of his horse, and the
party set out in the direction of Philadelphia.
It did not take them long to arrive at their destination.
Dick's horse was taken to a stable at the rear of the building occupied by the commander-in-chief of the British army,
and then Dick was conducted into the building.
The lieutenant and one of bis comrades escorted Dick to
the private room of General Howe, and entered, with their
prisoner.
General Howe was short, fat, red-faced, and good-natured,
though he could get angry on occasion.
He turned his head and eyed the newcomers with interest, and at the same time inquiringly.
"Hello, whom have you there?" he asked, looking at the
lieutenant.
"A prisoner, your excellency," was the reply.
"So I see; but who antl what is he?"
"That is for you to learn, sir; we suspected that he was
a rebel spy, and so captured him ancl have brought him to
1
you."
"Humph!"
General Howe turned and gave Dick a searching look.
"What is yom name?" he asked.
"Dan Morton."
"Where do you live?"
"About twenty mil~s from here, sir."
"In which direction?"
"Northwest."
''Why are you down in this part of the country?"
"I was coming to the city, sir."
"What for?"
"I wanted to see an army."
"Ah, you have never seen one?"
"No, sir."
The general eyed the youth searchingly.
"You are a hardy, healthy-looking young fellow," he
said. "How would you like to join the army?"
"I don't know; my parents might not like it."
"You would join if your parents were willing, then?"
"Yes, sir. "
"I am glad to hear that; I will send a messenger to your
home to-morrow, and ask that they permit you to join my
army."
This would be bad for Dick. If they held him a prisoner
till the messenger came back it ould be known that he
had not told the truth, and this would stamp him as being
a spy.
However, the messenger was not to be sent.
Just then footsteps were heard, and the door opened and
the orderly announced Henry Smart.
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· The instant Dick heard the name he felt that it was nl I
up with him,. for he knew Henry Smart well, and Smart
knew him. The man in question \\"US the champion British
spy-as Dick was known a:; The Champion Patriot Spy.
Henry Smart entered, ancl the instant his eyes fell upon
Dick he gave a stari, and exclaimed:
"Dick Slater, the rebel spy, by all that i wonderful'''

CHAPTER TV.
RED ROVRR MAKE::-! .i DfSCOVBRY.

General Howe and Lientenant Bond slarecl in amazement.
They looked first at Henry Smart anll th<:n at Dick.
"What is that you say, Smart?" the Bri lish commanderin-chief said. "Do you really mean that this young man is
the famous spy, Dick Slater?'~
"Indeed I do, sir."
"You know him, then?'·'
"Very well, indeed."
"You are !>Ure there can be no mistake?"
" I am certain of it; Dick Slater and I ha.ve met before;
indeed once upon a time we were engaged in a cont.est for
the mastery, anrl it was ndt decided which was the better
man. The contest was interrupted."
The British general looked at Dick with interest.
He haJ heard a great deal about tJ1e famous rebel spy
-indeed he had offered a reward for him-but this was the
.first time he had Been him facp to face.
"So you are Dick Slater! " he exclaimed.
Dick bowed and smiled.
'·I suppose there is no' use denying it," he said, quietly;
":\1r. Smart, here, knows me, and that makes it folly for
me to deny my identity."
"You are right."
Then the general turned to Lieut.en.ant Bond, and went
on.
"Lieutenant, you did a better thing than you knew when
you captured this young man."
"So it seems, s.ir," was the reply.
Then the comman<ler-in-chief began plying Dick with
questions.
Little good did it do him. Dick would not answer any
questions that he did not wish to, and the general did not
gain any information.
At last he ordered that Dick be taken to the jail.
"See to it, Lieutenant Bond, that the prisoner is placed in
a secure C€1L a.nd that every precaution is ta.ken to prevent
lris maJ\:ing his esrape. He is, doubtless, a slippery customer."
,"There is no doubt regarding that." was the reply.
So Dick was led away to the jail.
"Place this young man in the strongest cell you have,"
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said the lieutenant. "He is the most famous of all the rebel
spies. He i~ Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys."
"I have a number of ce-lls that will hold him or any otih.er
man." was the reply.
"All right."
The jailor took charge of the prisoner, and the lieutenant went to his quarters.
The jailor took Dick to a cell, and placed him in it; theu
nn assistant unbound the youth's hand •.
"Good-night," said the jai1or.
•
"Good-night,'' replied Dick. 'I'hen the jajlor and his
assistant took their departure, locking the cell:door 1Jehinc1
them.
•
There was a candle in the cell, so Dick was not. in darkness.
He was now free to reflect on his sihrnt.ion.
He could not but confess that it wa anythirg bnt a
pleasing one.
He was a prisoner, without, seemingly, any chance lo free
himself.
rlfj
More, he was a known spy, and the penalty, always, for
a spy, is death.
Unless he escaped, he would assurec1.Iy be put to death.
Next day Dick was taken before the British commanderin-chief's staff and given a trial.
It w·as proven that he was a patriot spy, and General
Howe sentenced him to death by shooting.
The youth was to be put to death next evening at six
o'clock.
As they were taking Dick back to the jail, he was seen
and recognized by an Indian who, in company with a roughlooking hunter, was walking along the strret.
The Indian was Red Rover.
The instant his eyes fell upon Dick, he gave a start and
caugM his companion by the aJ'rn.
"Look!" he exclaimed in a low, intense Yo.ice; "there
Dick Slater, an' um prisoner!"
'"l'het's so, Red Rover, by thunder!"
"W11ite boy in heap trubble, mebby?"
"I guess yer right; ye see, he's er patriot spy, an' thcr
redcoats'll proberbly shoot er hang him."
·
"Ugh. That mus' not be."
,,.
~ '.,~L,'.'#..'f. ·:i: ~ ,., ..
"How ye gain' ter he'p et?"
"Mus' help um, some way."
"All right; ye tell me ther way, an' I'll he'p ye all I kin."
The Indian looked thoughtful.
Presently he said:
"Me know. We got' place where heap lot soldiers are, an'
tell um 'bout Dick Slater."
The hunter'.._who was, of course, Luke Sheddin--looked
thoughtful. .
"Yas, we kin do thet,'' he said slowly and thoughtfully; "but I dunno's thet wull he'p Dick Slater much."
"Why no help um ?n
"Because, how air the sojers gom' ter come heer an' git
Dick erway, right £rum ermong thousan's uv redcoats?"
The Indian looked thoughtful.
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"That so," he said; "that be hard t' do; but it all "We
can do."
"Yas, I guess thet's so. Le's see whar they take Dick
Slater, an' then they'll know whar ter look for 'im."
They made their way slowly along, keeping wa.tch of the
party with Dick in its midst, and presently saw it disappear
within the walls of the jail.
"So thet's ther place, is ct?" the hunter remarked;
"thet's-ther jait."
"Ugh," gnmted the Indian. "Now we mus' fin' out if
white boy t' be killecl soon."
"Thet's so; wal, we kin easy fin' thet out."
"You do talkin'," said the Indian. "Redcoats think
funny if Injun ax um."
"All right."
Presently SheJc1in askecl a man who the young fellow was
that had been taken to jail.
"That was Dick Slater, the famous rebel spy," iwas the
reply.
"Oh, is thet so?" in a ·sume<l surprise.
"Yes."
"What.they goin' ter do with 'im?"
"Put him to death."
''Is thet so ?"
"Yes; the) have just held the trial, and he was proven
guilty of being a rebel spy _aml was sentenced to be shot."
"When air they goin' ter shoot 'im ?"
"To-morrow ,evening at six o'clock."
.
"Thank you for ther informashun. I thort mebby I'd go
ter see ther shootin' clone."
"You are welcome," anc1 the citizen passed on.
Tbe Indian anc11he ~rnnter exchanged glances.
"We got time plenty" the redskin said.
"Yes, if we kin get er couple uv horses."
"\\lt! get um-out in country, at fanner's house."
"Thet's so; we'll git 'em, ef we hev ter take 'em without
leef."
The Indian and the hnnter had come lo the city to buy
some ammunition and tobacco. They made their purchases
and then took their departure.
They occaEioned no particular comment.; Indians and
hunters were seen in Philadelphia in those days with more
or less frequency.
They passed the sentinels without difficulty, as they had
done in coming.
Then they strode away, down the road, toward the west.
At last they entered the timber, and still they strode onward.
"I know whar we kin git ther hosses," said Sheddin;
"thar's er patriot settler erbout er mile frum heer, whut'll
let us hev hosses, I know, when I tell 'im thet ther life uv er
patriot depen's onter et."
"Heap good," said Red Rover, sententiously.
They soon reached the home of the settler in question.
His name was Sam Slade, and he was a strong patriot.
When Sheddin told him that they wished to b01Tow a
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couple of horses, and told him why they wished the animals,
the settler said they could have them and welcome.
"I hev heard er lot about Dick Sla.ter," he said; "an' ef
I kin do ennythin' to keep '.im frum being shot, then I'm
glad to do et."
The two bridled and saddled a couple of horses, mount.eel
and rode away at a gallop.
They arrived at the patrio·t encampment about eleven
o'clock.
They went at once to the place rwhere the Liberty Boys
were quartered.
They told the youths that Dick Slater, their young commander, was a prisoner in the hands of the: British in
Philadelphia, and that he had been tried ancl condemned
and was to be shot next evening at six o'clock."
"Great guns, boys!" exclaimed Bob Estabrook, who was
Dick's righthand man, and who· was always left in command when the youth was away; "we must rescue Dick l
We will rescue him, or die in the attempt!"
"That we will!" in a chorus from the Liberty Boyl.

CHAPTER V.
DARING WORK.

"How did you ~nd out about Dfok !''' asked Bob.
m~de Dick's acqua.infance, and how they had seen lum a pnsoner m the hands
of the British in Philadelphia.
"Well, you have rendered us a great favor,'' said Bob,
1,rratefully; "and we will noi. forget it."
''Dick Slater do favor for Red Rover," said the Indian;
"um save Injun's life £rum redcoats.''·
"Well, you have repaid him, by coming to ns with the
news you have given us. We will rescue him and thus you
have practically saved his life."
"Reel Rover hope so."
"I will go and have an interview with the comma.nderi.n-chief, boys," said Bob; "he will let us make the attempt
to rescue Dick, I know, and so you might as well be getting
ready for the '~ork."
"All right," was the reply.
Bob went to headq~arters and had a talk with General
Washington.
The commander-in-chief was horrified when he' learned
that Dick had been captured. The youth was a great favorite with him.
"That is bad, very bad!" he murmured; "I am sorry,
very sorry, that Die;k has been captured. And I am afraid
that it will be impos:;ible to rescue him."
"We wish to make the attempt, your excellency."
"We?"
·
"Yes, sir--the Liberty Boys, you know!'
"Ah, yes; but I fear it will result·in all of you being cap._tured or kille<l, Bob.';

j The two told him lww they _had
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" I don't think so, sir; we will be as careful as is possible city singly. T'hen they were to get together, at Market
under the circumstances."
Square, and go to the jail.
"You cannot be very careful, when you figure on entering
The Market Square was only a short distance from the
the city and trying to get a prison er out of the jail. You jail, and they could slip there, and make the attempt to reswill be in the midst o,f_ the British army, surrounded by cue Dick.
thousan ds of ;British soldiers."
When they were within a mile of the edge of the city they ·
" True, but we will be as careful as possible. And if we separat.ea.
can't rescue Dick, we can at least give him the comfort of
There were one hundred of them, and they scattered and
our companionship."
approached the city from that many directions.
The Liberty Boys were all skilled at any kind of work
The great man shook his head.
that
required caution or stealthiness, and they believed that ,
"He would n~t want that at all," he said; "I fancy I know
they
could slip into the city without being d iscovered.
Dick very well, and I am sure that it would suit him better
They
were successful; three hoU'l"S lat.er they were asto die alone than to know that a number of you boys were
sembled
in Market Square, which at that hour was dark'
in the hands of the enemy."
and
deserted.
"Well, we will not let them get hold of us, if we can
The youths had citizens' clothing on, in place of their -..
help it, but we must try to rescue Dick, sir."
" And I am willing that you shall do so, but be very care- uniform, for they knew before they left the patriot encampment that they were to· entoc the city, and so made
ful, my boy."
preparations
accordingly.
"Very well, sir."
They
stole
away, and were soon at the rear of the jail.
T hen t he commander-in-chief talked the matt.er over with
They
had
got
hold o·f a ladder, a.nd this they placed
Ba.h, ar.d gave him some instructions which were likely to
against
the
wall,
unde·
r the window in one of the cells on the
be of benefit to him.
second floor.
When he had finished he told Bob that he might go.
Then Bob climbed the ladder and tried the iron bars.
T he youth saluted and withdrew.
They were too strong to be loosened.
When he got back to the Liberty Boys quarters, he found
Then he descended and another window was tried.
the youths were ready to go at any moment.
It was tlie same way again.
"We willl set out at once," said Bob; " and we 'Will hide in
Window after window was tried, with the same result.
t he timber two or three mileti this side of Philadelphia, and
At last, however, Bob found a. window that had smaller
will wait till night, at which time we will slip into the city."
bars, and one was loose. He managed i9 get this one loosH alf an hour later they set out, having eaten an early dinened a:t one end, and pushed it aside. This left room for his
n er, and the hunter and the Indian went with them.
body to pass through.
They made their way along at a. moderate pace, and about
He tried the window, and found thait he could ·r aise it.
four o'clock they arrived at the home of Mr. Slade, the
H
e did so, and then cautiously climbed through, into
patriot settle<r who had lent the horses to the Indian and the
what he found to be a hallway.
·
hunter.
He leaned out of the window and called doWlll cautiously
H ere the party came t o a stop and went into' temporary
for two or three of the youths to come up.
camp.
Three did so.
They led their horses back into the t imber two hundred
Soon they stood beside him in the hall.
yards in the rear of the stable, and h ere they settled down
It was dark, but they did not need a light in order to
to t ake things easy till time t o go to the city.
make their way along.
Mr. Slade had a lot of meat, and told the youths to help
They moved softly, .for they realized that they might hapthemselves.
pen upon the jailor or an assistant at any moment.
This they did, and that evening they ate heartily of fried
They finally came to the end of the hall, and found a pair
ham and johnniecakes.
of stairs, which led downward to the ground fioorr.
The Indian and the hunter stayed with the party. They
They made their way doiwn these.
h ad declared their intention of h:elping to rescue Dick.
They had ma.de up their minds regarding what should be
The time dragged along slowly after supper.
done.
At last it grew dark, however.
They would make a prisoner of the jailor and any of the
Then the youths began to make preparations for the work assistants who happened to be around, and then, with the
to be done.
keys in their possessi()'Il,, they could open cell after cell, till
It was decided to leave the hors~ where they were, and to they found the one Dick was in.
go to the city on foot.
They finally reached the ground floor, and saw a door
When it was dark enough to shield their movements, the near at hand. That it opened into' the jailor's office, they
party set out.
were sure.
Bob had told the youths what they were to do.
They stole forward , and tried the cfoor.
The plan wus that they were t o separate and. slip into the
It was not fastened.
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j . Bob w.as the last to leave, for he was familia.r with the
They pushed the door open and looked ~n.
, way, more tha.n was the case with Dick.
The ja.ilor and one of his assistants were there.
As he disappeared through the window, the redcoats apThe two were seated with their backs to the door.
They were smoking and talking .in low toneg, taking j peared in the hall.
/ They were coming along on the run, an<l two of t11em curthings easy, as is the case wit?h officials in odd hours.
The fom.· Liberty Boys stole into' the room, and ap- ried lanterns.
They must have caught sight of Bob, for they gave utpro.ached the unsuspecting officials.
to shouts, and ran faster than ever.
terance
victims
intended
their
of
,length
They were within arm's
on, there!" cried one.
"Hold
when the creak of a shoe warned the t'Wo.
Of course, Bob did not stop.
They leaped to their feet and whirled around.
He went down the ladder as fast as possible.
They started to cry out, but were seized by the throat and
The instant he' reached the ground, Bob pulled the lad·arms, and although they struggled w.i th all thei>r might, they
der way, and then the Liberty Boys scattered.
were quickly overpowered and tied and gagged.
"Every fellow for himself,'' called out Dick; "whatever
They had not made any outcry that could ha\'e been
you do, don't let the redcoats capture you!"
heard outside.
Hanging over the jailor's desk was a huge bunch of keys.
"Meet where we left our horses," called out Bob.
d
sai
and
Bob seized it,
Then he told Dick to come with him.
"Two of you boys stay here and watch the~e men; Sam,
"We will stay together,'' he said; "for you don't knaw
•
come with me."
where the meeting-place is."
Sam Sanderson accompanied Bob, the other two remainThey kept to the back streets, where there were few street
ing to watch the prisoners.
lamps.
Bob tried cell after cell, but found them occupied by perThey managed to reach the edge of the city without haysons he had never seen before. Sam carried a can<lle, so they ing been challenged, and then came the task of getting past
could see the inmates of the cells.
the sentinels.
They tried every cell on the ground floor, 'Without finding
The alarm had gone forth that tihe prisoner, Dick Slater,
had escaped, and the sentinels were on the alert.
Dick, and then they went :upstairs.
At last they found Dick.
This made it extremely difficult to get past them.
t
d
t
th
"ti.'
d ·
h" h
led
Th .
H e was s1 ..mg on e co , an was no as1eep.
eu number had been treb , too, w ic ma e it necesf1
.
'th
'bl
. all
When h e saw th e youth s, h e 1eap ed U}), wi a cry o sary t o exercise
poss1 e care.
.
Dick and Bob were expert at this kind of work, however.
d"d
h
t ol . d "
JO~;B b . d S 1,, h
th ed I n d'ian of
t' t
d
. k"Ilf
Th.e y were ass
e exc.da.1me ; thgrea ?"0 uns, w ere i
am.
o an
u1 an as pa 1en as er
i
"
· the pres· d rn
·JUSt w h at. was require
h
d
f
h
you come f rom, an d l1ow d 1 you ge ere.
"ed t e orest, an t at was
... . ta
BefO·r e B ob could answer th ey h ear d the sound of hurn
.nee
en~ ms
··
·
footsteps, and.the other two Liberty Boys appeared, panting
Onward they crept.
and almost breathless.
two Brit''A party of British soldiers is downstairs!" one of the At one time they were not ten feet distant from
them.
of
side
either
on
being
one
sentinels,
ish
~w·o cried; "they brought a prisoner, and we knew the best
They crouched there, silent and motionless for what
thing we could do would be to get away. We will have to
an age, but which was perhaps only five or ten
seemed
hurry, or we will be captured!"
minutes.
Then the two sentinels walked away, on their beats, a.nd
the Liberty Boys again resumed their progress.
They were through the lines, and were just on tJhe point
CHAPTER VI.
of raising up and hastening awaJ when they heard a great
hullabaloo back near where the sentinels were that they
THE ESCAPE.
had just passed.
Tihey heard a sound between a yell and a ho1wl, and this
"Come!" cried Bob; ''.back this way, au!" Then _to Sam
followed by a musket-shot, and then by another.
was
he added: ·
there were shouts and confusion.
Then
"Put out the light!"
moment a figure loometl up close to Dick and
next
The
Sam did so.
Bob. It was tha.t o.f some one who was short and fat.
Then the five hastened back along the hall. •
"It's Carl Gookenspieler !" exclaimed Bob.
They heard footsteps on the stairs at the farther end of
"Yes..'' agreed Dick.
the hall, and excited voices.
They seized Carl by the arms and jerked him along at a
"They are coming!" said Bob. "We will have to hurry."
They were soon at the end of the hall, and then, one after much faster pace than he could have traveled unaided.
Carl was a brave youth, but had an unfortunate penchant
another, they climbed through the window, squeezed befor getting into trouble.
·
tween the bars and climbed down the ladder.
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anyone had a mishap it was certain to be the goodnatured Dutch youth.
"Who is id, vat has got hold uf me?" he exclaimed.
"It is your comrades, Dick and Bob," was the reply;
"now run as fast as you can, and don't waste your breath
asking questions."
"All righdJ'
Crack, crack!
Two musket-shots "rang out.
A couple of sentinels had tried random shots a.t the
:fugitives.
The bullets did not come near the three; at any rate they
<lid not hear the rwhizz of the missiles.
"Run, Carl!" exclaimed Bob. "Make those short legs of
yours go as fast as you can."
"Dot is vat I vos doin', Pob."
Fortuna.teJy it was so dark that .it was .impossible to see
very far, and so the fugitives were hidden from the sight o.f
thcir pursuers.
This made it posruble ·for them to escape. Had it not
b€€n !or the darkness they could not have got away-or at
least Carl could not ha.r n done so; and Dick and Bob would
not have desert:ell him.
As it was, they made their escape, and presently they
could hear no sounds of pursuit.
Then they slackened their speed to a walk.
"Dot is petter," panted Carl; "I vo::; alm:osd blaye<l
ouid, und dot is so."
"Where is Patsy Brannigan?" asked Bob. "Wasn't he
with you?"
"Yah-vor a.vile. Den I vos runded avay from him."
"I hope he hasn' t been captured," said Dick.
"Oh, he'll get away," said Bob, confidently; "it ·w.ill take
n. lot of redcoats to capture tha.t Irishman."
"Yah, dot is so," agreed Ca1·1.
On they walked, and an hour later they arrived at the
home of Ur. Slade.
The majority of the Liberty Boys were already there, and
within the next half hour all were on hand.
Not one had been captured; and Thick had been rescued!
They had done a. wonderful thing.
They had succeeded in rescuing Djck right out from the
midst of thousands of British soldiers.
General Washington had not believed it possible that they
could do this; but they had done it nevertheless.
"What is the next thing on the tap is, Dick?" asked Bob,
when all had anived at the rendezvous.
"We will rema,in here overnight," wa:s the reply. "Perhaps we may have something to do to-morrow."
"You think we may have a chance to strike a party of
.redcoats a blow?"
"Yes; they will send out parties to search for us, no
doubt, and if we keep a Rha11' lookout we may succeed in
striking one or more of these pa.rties blows."
"That will suit me, Dick."
It would suit all the Libetty Boys. as wais evidenced by
tb.e look on their faces.
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Next morning, about an hour after the youths had breakfast, a scout who had been sent out by Dick to watch for
the coming of the enemy, came in and reported that a force
was coming.
"How strong a force?" asked Dick.
"'Well, I should say there are two hundred of the redcoats."
"That isn't many," said Bob Estabrook.
"No, I guess we can handle that many,'' said Dick.
Then he ordered the youths to bridle and saddle their
horses and move down the road to the top of a ridge, where
they could make a good stand, after which, if they failed 'o f
forcing tJhe redcoats to retreat, they could mount and ride
away.
The youths quickly bridled and saddled tb.eiT horses, and
then mounted and rode to t~1e top of the ridge, and dismounting, took: up good positions behind the trees and '
stones.
The redcoats had not yet appeared tin sight.
Presently they did come into view, however.
They stopped at the. Slade home-the house. being visible
from where the Liberty Boys were.
A couple of redcoats, evidently offioors, went to the house
and talked to Mr. Slade a few mlinutes, after which they
went back to the. road, and then the force came marching
up the road in the direction of the point wihere the Libe.rty
Boys were.
"They'll be hm·e in a few minutes," :!ruid Dick; "get
ready for business, boys.''
The youths cocked their muskets.
They were alert and eager.
They knew t:M-at they were outnumbered. bwo to one, but
little did they ca.re for that.
Had they been outnumbered fonr to one, it would have
been the same.
The Liberty Boys were utterly fearless. Sometimes they
were reckless, but even on uch occasions their recklessness
was tempered with judgment.
Closer and closer came the redcoats.
It was plain they had not securccl any informa.tion from
l\Ir. Slade, for they did not i;eern to suspect that their enemy
wa-s near at hand.
On they came.
Just before the redooats got to the foot of the slope leading to the ridge, however, they stopped.
The Liberty Boys 1rerc somewhat.. di sappointed. They
had been figuring on firing a volley jnto the ranks of the
British in a few miinutes.
"What did they stop for, anyhow?'' grumbled Bob.
'"We will . oon know," replied Dick .
They kept their eyes on the redcoats.
Presently an exclamataon of disappointment escaped the
lips of Dick and Bob.
"'Dhey are suspicious," said the latter; "they are sending
scouts up aJ1ead."
"Yes,'' said Dick; " [ fear that :js going to spoil our
}J lans."
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"I am afraid so, Dick."
The youths obeyed it, instantly.
Four of the redcoats were seen to leave the force and
Crash-roar!
enter the timber at the side 0£ the road.
That they were going to steal up the slope and do some
scouting was evident.
Unless they could be captured before they could give the
CHAPTER VII.
alarm, it would be impossible to take the redcoats by surprise.
DICK'S SCHEME.
Dick quickly named a number of youths and sent them
out to watch for the coming of the scouts and capture them,
The youths were expert marksmen.
if such a thing were possible.
'I'hey had taken carefol aim before firing, too.
Presently there was the sound of a s.truggle off to the left,
The result was that they brought down at loo.st fifteen of
and a wild 8hout went up, evidently from the lips of one the redcoats.
of the British scouts.
They would have brought doi·n more than that had it
The shout served its purpose. ·
not been for the fact that in most instances several of the
It gave the British warning.
youths had a.imed at the same redcoat. T'he result was that
It was seen that theJ:e was considerable e:xcirt-Jement and where the British l'oldier was dead, he was very dead incommotion among the redcoats.
deed. with several bullets in him.
Then p.resently ~\~o of the redcoat scouts put in an ap~
This was 'a shock to the redcoats.
pearance 111 the British ranks and the story they told must · They had not thought they 1were 1in such danger.
have been sufficient to satidy the British that an enemy
They became very angry, and the commander gave the
lurked on the top of the riuge, for they did not make any order for them to charge.
move to adv& ?e.
.
.
"Charge, men!" he yelled; "charge and give it to the
~hen two of the parties of L1~Priy Boys appeared amo~ scoundrelly rebels!"
i.helf comrades, each party havmg a redcoat. scout a pl'lSThe redcoats dashed forward.
oner.
They fired their mu kets as they came, and then held
Tlte other two pal·ti<"S c3 mc in c1ircctly. They had failed them in readiness to use in bayonetting the "rebels" to
to capture Lht> two 'scouts, and had been forced to return cl ea.th .
empty-hanued.
.
The Liberty Boys were wide awake, ho,vever.
The Liberty Boys were disappointed.
They fired two p1istol-volleys in quick succession.
It was not to be helped, however.
Considerable damage was done, for the redcoats We1"e
They felt that they would be a match for tJhe Briitish,
close enough, no'IV, so that the pistols were as good and efeven though the enemy knew of their presence, and could
fective as muskets.
not be taken by surprise.
Dick did not intend to permit his bra.ve boys to come to
"\Vb.at are we going to' do, Dick?" asked Bob.
a
hand-to-h;md
combat. with the Bnitish, however.
"Well, I think that we will stand our ground, and make
This
would
not
do, for the enemy out.numbered his
a fight agaimt the redcoats, Bob."•
force
nearly
bwo
to
one., and in a hand-t~hand combat
It was plain that aJ.l the Liberty Boys wanted to do, the
force
of
numbers
always
tells.
same thing.
So, when the redcoats were near at hand, he ga.ve a sig'I'hey were aJways eager for a fight.
nal, and the youths whirled and ran to where their horses
Presently the redcoats began to advance.
stood.
To untie the animals, mount and dash awa,y was the
'I'hey did not advance in a body, up the road, however;
work
of
only a few moments.
instead, they scattered out and entered the timber.
The
Briitish
had followed as swiftly as possible, and now,
It was plain that they intended to try to use the same tacseeing their intended victims riding away, they drew their
tics employed by the Liberty Boys.
They were not expert at this, however, and as they drew pistols and f-iretl a voHey.
'l"hree of the Liberty Boys rece1ived wounds, but' not sufnearer it was seen that their bodies were far from being proficient to bring them out of their sadd les.
tected by the trees.
T,he Liberty Boys rode onward a mile, and then came to
"We can bring a lot of them down, Dick," whispered Bob,
a stop on the top of another ridge.
his eyes glO\ving.
Here they dismounted and the wounds of the injured
"So we can," agreed Dick.
youths
were dressed by those who were skilled in such matThen he instructed the youths to take careful aim, and at
ters.
the signal to fire.
They leveled thoir muskets.
Do you think they will follow us, Dick?" asked Bob.
Dick waited, and then suddenly gave utterance to a
"I hardly think so, Bob. Still, they may do so."
peculJi.ar, tremulous whistle.
· 1 At tliis moment one of the youths gave utterance to an
T'his was the signal to fire.
exclamation,
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i "Great
Dick!" he cried, •'here comes a~trong force
of British troopers!"
The youths looked in the direction in which they had been
going, but toward 'Which they had turned their backs, on
dismounting, and saw a force of troopers numbering at
least one hundred coming at a gallop.
The troopeTS had seen them, the youths knew, for they
were urging their horses along with whip a;nd spur.
Dkk glanced in the opposite dlirection, and caught sight
of the force of British foot soldiers coining.
The Liberty Boys were between two fires!
"We must take to the timber, boys !" Dick cried; "yonder comes the other force, and we oan't fight so many."
The youths seized their horoos by the halter-straps and
led them iillto the timber at the roadside.
"We must keep on going," said Dfok; "we must not stop
here."
They did keep on g01ing, and got deeper and deeper into
the timber.
At last they ,came to the top of a hill, and here th:ey
stopped and went into camp.
From where they were, they could see a good-sized log
house, aiway down the valley, beside a. winding road.
"We will visit that house and get some provisionrs," said
Dick.
"Are we to stay here, Dick?" asked Bob.
"A while, Bob; till we see what the redcoats are going to
do."
"Well, one thing is certain, this is as r:itrong a position as
we could wish for."
"True, Bob."
Dick seemed thoughtful during the afternoon.
He walked around and made a careful examination of
the hill they were encamped on.
T'here ·were. two tops to the hill, with a shallow little
valley between. One top lay right north from where the
Liberty Boys were encamped, they being on the south one.
"What are you thinking about, Dick?" asked Bob, at
last. ·
"I have a scheme in my mind, Bob," was the reply. "I
think I know how we may strike the redcoats a severe
blqw."
"Good for you. Let's have your scheme, Dick."
"It is this, Bob: To have the British. decoyed to the
top of the hill, over yonder, under the impression that we
are there, and then we will attaclr them from the rear, and
play havoc with them."
Bob nodded, his eyes shining.
"That will be great, if you can make a success of it,"
he sa6.d ..
"Well, I think it can be made a success."
"How are you going to go a.bout it?"
"I'll tell you: In order to lure the Britis!i liere, we will
have to have a decoy."
'" Yes."
"Well, I think that Indian, Red Rover, will lie just the
fellow for the work."
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Bob looked thoughtful.
"Do you think he is to be fully trusted?" he asked.
"I think .so. Didn't he come to you and tell you I was
a prisoner in the hands of the British in Philadelphia,
and didn't he come and help rescue me?"
"Yes, he dlid that."
"Exactly; and he is grateful to me for having saved him
from the redcoats when they were forcing him to leap into
the river."
"That's so; I guess he will be faithful."
"I am sure of it."
"When are you going to put your plan into effect?"
"As so?n as possible."
"You can't do it to-day."
"No; it will take a day or two to get the matter worked
up. I wish to draw a false map of these tops of the hillthat is to say, I will draw them correctly, and then indicate
the wrong one in marking the one we a.re supposed to be
on."
"And you are going to have the Indian take this false
map to the British?"
"Yes.''
"He will claim that he drew it himself, I suppose?"
"Yes."
"But you have no pa.per, ink, or quill. How will you
make the drawing?"
·
"I will go to that house down in the valley. They will
have the writing materials I will need, likely."
"Probably."
Dick got ready, gave Bob some-instructions, and then set
otlt for the settler's horue.
Half an hour later he arrived :tfier~:- .
The settler's name was Doan, and he was a patriot.
Having learned this, Dick told him· who he was. Mr.
Doan had. heard .of _the Liberty Bo}'s ,and 1 of-Dick, and fa
gave the youth a cordial greeting. · ·
- ' · - · · - ·.,-.
Mrs. Doan and Maggie, thEiir daughter, greeted. Dick
pleasantly, also, and then writing materials were brought
forth, and he was told to make himself comfortable.
He sat down at atable in the sitting-room and began tli~
work.
He made a drawing of the hill, showing both tops, and
he marked the north top with an X.
When he had finished he folded the map and placed it
in his pocket.
He told Mr. Doan where the Liberty Boys were en-·
camped, and the settler said that the hill was called Quaker
Hill.
Dick asked H he could buy some provisions, and the settler said he was welcome to all he wanted without pay.
"Thank you," the youth said; "I will send some of my
Liberty Boys here when I go back, and you may let them
have what you can spare in the way of meats and vegetables."
Then he bade them goodby and took his departure.
He was at the encampment within half an hour, and at
once sent ten of the youths after the provisions.
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"Now I will go and see Red Rover,'~ he said.
He set out, and arrived safely at the log cabin in the
forest an hour later.
Red Rover and the hunter, Luke Sheddin, were there.
They were smoking and tak'ing things easy.
In one corner were a lot of provisions, and it was evident
that they had been making a raid on somebody's larder.
They greeted Dick cordially, however, for both had taken
a liking to the handsome Liberty Boy.
"Have a smoke?" invited Red Rover.
Dick shook his head and smiled.
"I do not smoke," he said.
Then he told the Indian what he wished done.
The redskin listened intently, and when the youth had
:finished he noticed he nodded his head and said:
"Red Rover do um."
"Good!" said Dick; "I was sure that you would."
It was now sundown, and Dick told the Indian to wait
till next day, and then to go and find the redcoats and
play the part that had been assigned to him. This part
was that of one who was in sympathy with the British
cause, and who had a grudge against the Liberty Boys.
Then, being sure that Red Rover understood just what
was expected of him, Dick bade the two goodby and took
his departure.
·
He ha1 gone only about halfway to the encampment
when he was startled by hearing a cry for help.
"Help! Help!" was the cry, and it was the voice of a
woman.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE BuIND GIRL.

· Dick haste~ed.' forward -i~ the direction the voice sounded
from.
H.; quickly .came to a little glade, in the middle of which
he saw a woman standing.
• It was just coming on dark, and he could see tlie woman
only dimly-just sufficiently so that he could make out
that the person really was a woman.
He saw nobody else a.round, and wondered why the
woman was calling for help.
He advanced rapidly but warily, and his hand was on
the butt of a pistol and he was watching keenly. He did
not intend to permit himself to be taken by surprise.
As he drew near the woman she again called out:
"Help! Help!"
Dick looked all around him quickly and searchingly'; no
one was in sight other than the woman-or girl, rather,
SQ he judged from her voice.
Dick advanced still farther and then said:
"Have no fear, lady; help is at hand."
A cry of delight escaped the girl's lips.
"Oh, I am so glad!" she exclaimed.
Dick advanced till he was close to the gir1, and then
said:
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"What is the trouble, miss? Why were you calling for
help? Does danger threaten, and if so, from what source?
I see no sign of anyone in the vicinity other than our~
selves."
"Oh, sir, I am not in danger from anybody, so far as I
know," was the reply; "I am lost."
"Lost?"
"Yes, sir; I don't know where I am, or where to go."
"Do you live in this vicinity?'~
"I did, sir," in a sad voice.
" 'Did?' "
"Yes, sir."
"What do you mean by that?"
"Simply that my home is no more, sir; this evening
some British soldiers came and, after robbing the house
and beating father because he was a patriot, they burned
the house.'~
"And you fled and got lost?"
"Yes, sir."
"How long ago was that?"
"About two hours."
"And you are lost? How is that? You should know
your way about, I should think."
"I would know my way about, sir, if--"
The girl paused and hesitated.
"If what?" asked Dick.
"If I could see, sir."
Dick was surprised.
"If you could see? What do you mean?"
"Simply that I am blind, sir," was the reply, in a low,
sad voice.1
"Blind!" exclaimed Dick, surprise and sympathy in his
voice.
"Yes, sir; I have not been away from home, alone, in
years, and· I have no idea where I am at the present moment."
"Poor girl!" the Liberty Boy exclaimed ; ''.yours is indeed a sad case. I am glad that I came along and found
you."
"So am I, sir, for I like your voice and am sure that you
are honest."
"I should hope so, and now, what is your name, Miss?"
"Lucy Loraine."
"Did the redcoats-but surely they did not-kill your
father?"
" I think not, sir ; I hope not . But they beat him and
must have knocked him senseless.'~
"And your mother-was she--'~
"My mother has been dead many years, sir."
"Ah; well, where shall I take you, Miss Loraine? I
don't know where your home is, or was, flnd you can't
tell me.''
"I know a few of the neighbors, sir; you might take
me to the home of one of them.''
"Name one that you are acquainted with."
"I know some folks by the name of Doan. They have
a daughter, Maggie, and she is my friend."

J
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"I know where they live; it is quiJ:e a walk from here, II As he spoke the words, the injured man rose to a sitting
but I guess you can hold out. Shall we go there?"
posture and sajd:
"Yes, yes..''
"Where am I?"
"Take my arm, Miss Loraine, and we will go."
Mr. Doan explained matters to him as well as he could,
The girl took the youth's arm, and they set out.
and Mr. Loraine listened, hut with rather a dazed look on
Dick walked slowly, for he knew the girl could not bis face.
walk with such ease as would have been the case had she
"Lucy-where is Lucy?"
had the use of her eyes.
"She is at my home, Mr. Loraine," was the reply. "You
Then, too, he was in no hurry.
know me, don't you? I am Robert Doan."
He could afford to go slowly.
"Oh, yes. I know Bob Doan. But the redcoats, where
Presently they came to the road that led past the Doan are they?''
home, and then the walking was better.
"Gone."
"And they burned my house to the ground!"
An hour later they arrived at the Doan home.
Dick knocked on the door, which was opened by Maggie.
"Yes; and they beat yon, did they not?"
When she saw who the caIIers were she uttered an e:xclama,..
"Yes; I thought they would kill me."
,
"How do you feel now?"
tion of aIDJlzement.
"My head-pains-me."
"Mr. Slater!" she cried. "And Lucy Loraine!"
Then she stepped back, ana added:
"Perhaps it will be better by and by."
"Come in, come in!»
"I-hope-so."
Dick assisted the girl to enter the house, and then fol"Can you stand up, do you think?"
lowed.
"I think so."
Maggie Doan at once took charge of her friend, the blind
The two assisted the injured man to rise.
girl, and conducted her to a seat, while Dick greeted Mr.
"Can you walk?" asked Dick.
"Yes, I think so."
and I\Irs. Doan.
"What is the trouble? Why are you here?" Maggie
"Do you think you could walk to my home, if we help
asked, a.nd the blind &irl explained, the same as she had you?"
to Dick.
"Yes, I guess I couJ d.''
"Very well; we will start, then, and when we get there
The Librrty Boy had improved the opportunity to take a
we
will attend to your injuries."
good look at Lucy Loraine, and he noled that, were it not
"Oh,
I'm not badly hurt."
that she was blind she would be c0t{nted a most beautiful
They
set out, and an hour and a half later tJ:iey arrived
girl, in any company.
at the Doan home.
...,.. .:
She seemed to be about eighteen years old.
Lucy was delighted when told that her ·father was not
Knowing that Lucy would receive all possible care at the
badly injured.
hands of her friends, Dick suggested to Mr. Doan that
Dick helped Mr. Doan dress the wounds on Mr. Loraine?s
they go to the Loraine borne-or to where it had .stoodhead; then he bade all good-night, am1 took his departute.
and see if they could learn what had been the fate of Mr.
He was afraid that the Liberty Boys would be uneasy
Loraine.
because of his extended absence.
"I am ready to go," said JYfr. Doan.
"Oh, thank you, very much!" said Lucy, gratefully. "l
am anxious about father.''
The two set out at once.
CHAPTER IX .
.Dick learned, to his surprise, that it was less than two
miles to the home of Lucy Loraine.
THE INDIAN DECOY.
~ When Dick came upon the girl she had been farther
"Well, Dick, where in the name of all tliat is wonderful
from Mr. Doan's home than when she was at her own home.
They arrived at the place where the Loraine house had have vou been?"
Su;h was the query put to Dick by Bob Estabrook when
stood, after a walk of three-quarters of an hour.
The house had been burned to the ground, and the logs he arrived at the encampment on Quaker Hill.
All the youths were up. They had been uneasy, and
were in a pile on the ground, and still burning. ·
They heard a groan, and made their way in the direction would not lie down until after they knew their commander
~f the sound.
\Vas safe.
Dick told them what had detained him.
Soon they came upon the form of a man lying on the
The story interested them, and many wer.e the exclamagTound.
The smoldering fire threw out iight sufficient so that tliey tions of amazement when Dick told~ of finding the blind
could see the man's face with tolerable distinctness, and girl lost in the forest .
. "And the redcoats burned her home!" said one, anger
Mr. Doan at once exclaimed:
"It is Mr. Loraine."
and scorn of the Tedcoats in his voice.
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"Oh, they will do anything," from another.
The.n Bob askea Dick if he had succeeded in getting Red
Rover to aid them.
"Yes," replied Die~. "He is willing to act as a. decoy."
"I thought he would be."
"Yes, he is glad to do so. He hates tlie redcoats, and
will be glad to get them into trouole."
Next morning, soon after breakfast, Dick and Bob set out
on a scouting expedition.
They hoped to learn the whereabouts of the British force,
and were successful.
They stationed themselves on the side of a hill, where
they .could get a good view of the British, and watched
eagerly.
There were about five hundred soldiers in the paxty.
"Say, that is quite a compliment to us, Dick," said Bob,
in speaking of the number of the redcoats."
"In what way, Bob?"
"Why, the fact that there are so many of tlie British.
They are after us, and they must know there are not to
~exceed one ~undred of us. That is complimentary to us,
isn't it?'~
"Well, it shows that they appreciate our fighting abilities,
at any rate,'' with a smile.
"You are right."
One, two hours passed, and then suddenly Bob exclaimed:
"Look yonder, Dick."
.
Dick looked in the direction indicated; and saw an Indian
coming up the road toward the British encampment."
"It is Red ~r!" he exclaimed.
·· "Yes; he's going to do his part, as he agreed."
"l knew he would."
"l was pretty sure of it."
A few moments later, Dick said:
"Some of the troopers are starting down the road; they
will ·meet Red Rover at a point just about opposite to us."
"You are right."
The troopers came riding around the foot of the hill,
and sure enough they met the Indian at a point just op, posite where the two Liberty Boys were concealed.
The troopers reined up their horses and a couple of
their number leaped to the ground and advanced to where
the redskin stood.
It was indeed Red Rover, and as the two troopers paused
in front of him, he ducked his head and said:
"How?"
"How, redskin," replied one. "Vi7bo are you?"
"Injun's name Red Rover."
"Where do you live?"
The Tedskin gestured toward the west.
'"Way yonder," he said.
"What are you doing here?"
"Injun have work t' do. Bad white young men kill some
of Red Rover's people, long time 'go. Injun tiere t' git
revenge."
"Who were the bad white young men?"
"Call umselves Liberty Boys."
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The troopers started and looked at each other significantly.
"Ah, so the Liberty Boys are the fellows who have wronged you, eh?" remarked one.
"Ugh."
"I suppose that you don't know their whereabouts?"
- The Indian's eyes glowed.
"Me know where um at," he said.
"You do?" eagerly.
"Ugh."
"Where are they?"
"Injun got paper that show where bad white young men
at," at the same time drawing the map from his pocket.
The troopers looked at the redskin in surprise.
"Wherg did you get the paper?" asked one.
"1\Ie make um," was the reply.
"Why did you do it?"
"Injun on way t' big city t' try t' git soldiers t' go an'
£ght Liberty Boys. Injun make map uv place where bad
white young men in camp, so him could show it t' soldiers."
"Ah, so that was your scheme, eh?"
"Ugh."
"Very 'good. Let us see the paper."
The Indian decoy handed the false map fo one of the
British officers.
They examined it eagerly.
"Now we will capture those Liberty Boys!" exclaimed
one of the officers.
Dick and Bob, watching from the hillside, saw it all.
The two troopers ,,-ere delighted.
They were eager to find the Liberty Boys and capture
them, for it would be a big feather in their caps if they
could do so.
When they had examined the map, they asked:
"Are the Liberty Boys encamped on the hill marked with
an X?"
The Indian nodded.
"Ugh!" he grunted.
"How far is it to the hill?"
"'Bout three mile."
"You will guide us thither?"
"Ugh; me show way."
"Come to the encampment with us," said the trooper.
Then the party made its way back to the encampment,
the redskin going along.
Dick and Bob watched the redcoats and the Indian with
no small degree of satisfaction.
"The affair is working out all right, Dick," said Bob.
"So it would seem, Bob."
"Yes; there can be no doubt regarding that. Red Rover
has certainly fooled them."
"I was sure that he could do so."
They conversed and watched the British.
Th ey soon noted that the redcoats were stirring at a great
rate.
"They are getting ready to break camp, Dick."
"Yes."
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Tlie youths watched and waited, and an hour later they d:mger lurked ,i n the rear; their eyes were turned toward tib.e
saw the redcoats march out of the encampment.
front.
In the lead, walking beside the commanding officer, was
The Liberty Boys moved forwa.rd as rapidly as they could,
Red Rover.
and yet not make much noise.
He was to guide the redcoats to the encampment of the
Closer and closer they drew to the British.
Liberty Boys.
'Dhey kept on till they were within easy pistol-shot dis"Well, Bob, I guess we had better be going," said Dick. trnce, and then Dick gave the signal to pause and fire a
· "Yes; we know what is on the tapis, and now the thing volley.
for us to do is to get back and get ready to make things
The Liberly Boys stopped and took careful aim.
lively for the redcoats."
Then they puJled trigger.
"You are right."
'Dhe volley rang out loudly.
They set out and walked rapidly.
They took a short cut, straight through the timber.
This would enable them to reach their rncampment q11ite
CHAPTER X.
a while before the redeoats would be a1,le to appear in the
THE BATTLE OF QUAKER HILL.
vfoinity.
They arrived at £heir encampment in due time, and told
A clap of thunder from a sky inpocent of clouds would
the youths to get ready.
not have astonished the redcoats more; and it would not
"The redcoats are coming, then?" asked :Mark Morrison, hav~ damaged th~m, whereas the volley did a lot of damage.
"Yes," replied Dick; "they w.iU be here soon."
One thing Dick always insisted upon, and tha.t was that
"And they think we are on the other top of the hill?"
the y~utl1s should take careful a1im before firing, alway&"Yes; and while they are advancing toward that point we unless they vrore fighting in the dark, and cm11ld not see to
will slip up on them and give them a blow that they won't take· aim.
forget in a hurry."
The result of taling aim instead of fl.ring ii random was
The youths quickly made their preparations.
that good execution was invariably done.
Every firearm in their possession was loaded and ready
It wa£ so in this instance.
-For use.
At lea.st thirty of the redcoats went doiwn, dead an
1
Bob Estabrook climbed to the top of a tree and watched wounded.
for the coming of the enemy.
Shrieks, groans and yells went up.
At last he called down:
The redcoats whirled, so as to face the foes.
"I sec them!"
They were given two pistol-volleys full in the face, and
"Where are they?" asked Dick.
this staggered them.
"About three-quarters of a mile away. They are just
Th~n they fired a volley in return.
starting up the hi11."
It was fired hastily, however, and at. random.
"In the direction of the other hillto ?"
Several of the Liberty Boys were wounded, but not so
"Yes."
seriou'sly as to make them incapable of keeping at work.
"V cry good; keep watch, and when they get around d.nto
Quickly the youths drew two more p,istols-eacih youth
the little valley, let me kn()lw."
had four-and two more volleys were fired.
"Do you think they •will come around there?"
Then the Liberty Boys retrea.ted so quickly and promptly
"I instructed Red Rover to guide them thither."
that the enemy was unable to fire upon them 1in time to do
"Then he will do it. 11
any damage.
"I think so."
To say that the redcoats were angry is putting dt too
A few minutes later Bob called down:
mildly. They fairly boiled with rage. They almost frothed
"They are coming into the little valley, Dick."
at the mouth.
"Good! Come down, Bob. We will get ready for busThey £elt that they had been duped, decoyed; and then
iness."
they thought of the Indian who had acted as the decoy.
Bob was quickly down out of the tree, and then the youths
Where was he? they asked.
moved slowly and cautiously down lowarJ the little valley.
They searched for him, but failed to find him.
They mqved slowly, for they intended to wait till the
Red Rover was far too clever to remain around, under
British were starting up the slope, before attacking them.
such circumstances. He knew that an inquiry would be inThe Liberty Boys re.ached tihe little valley, and moved stituted, and that the redcoats would want to know how it
across it. It was not open ground; there were enough trees had happened that he had guided them to the hilltop on
and bushes to hide them from the view of the redcoats.
which the Liberty Boys were not located, instead of to the
When they came to the slope leading to the other top of one on which they were stationed.
the hill, the youtihs were almost within musket-shot disNot C'aring to have to answer any such questions, the redtance of the enemy.
I skin had slipped away wt~th the silence, celerity aoo stealthThe Bfli.tish were not thinking of such a 'thing as that t in.ess of his race.
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The Liberty Boys retreated to their encampment on the
other hilltop.
'
Here they paused and hastily reloaded their muskets and
pistols.
"Do you think they will come over here and attack us?"
asked Bob.
"I don't know," replied Dick; "fuey may do so."
'tyes; they are au angry lot, I'll wager, and they will
be eager to get revenge."
Just then Red Rover put in an appearance.
The youths greeted him cordially.
The~e was a glo"'r in the redsk!in's eyff3, a look on his
impassive face that showed that he was well pleased wifu
the way fuings had gone.
"How are you, Red Rover?" said Dick, extending his
.band.
"lnjun feel hea.p good," was the reply, as he took Dick's
hand; "Red Rover think redcoats git pay fur makin' um
jump in river heap lot of times."
Dick nodded.
"You have certainly helped to make trouble for them,
Red Hover," he said; "so you can by right take credit to
yourself and feel that you have in a measure at least squared
your account with them."
"Ugh. Me even with Teclcoats. But Red Rover reddy
t' do more. Injtm hate redcoats-alway s!"
"All right, · Red Rover; you may stay here with us and
fight tile British, if they come and make an attack."
The Indian n,oc1d.ed.
"Me do um," he said.
The Liberty Boys kept a shru:p lookout for the British.
Presently they saw the enemy advancing.
It was plain that, conli.dent in their superior numbers,
the redcoats were going to ninke an attack
Dick ordered tile youths to bridle and saddle the horses,
a}}ff have theni in readiness so that they might be mounted
quickly.
"We
stand our ground and treat the redcoats to as
many volleys as possible," said Divk; "and then we will
mount our horses and get away in a hurry. The redcoats
outnumber us too greatly for us to think of meeting them at
close quarters."
The Liberty Boys were ready to do as they we:re told, no
matter what the orde:r might be.
Close:r and closer come the B:ritiish.
The.y advanced cautiously, fo:r they had one experience with their intended victims, and knew that their reception would be a warm onr..
Dick was pretty sure he knew what bhe enemy's intentions
were.
The redcoats would advance slowly and cautiously ti'll
they were almost wifliin musket-shot distance, and then they
would make a sudden dash forward.
They would try to make the one dash settle the affai:r.
They thought they would be able to overwhelm ;he Liberty
Boys.

will
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But they did not yet understand Dick Slater, or give him
credit for the shrewdness tha.t he possessed.
Closer and still close:r came the British.
Dick was watching them closely.
He was sizing the situa.tiion up, and presenHy he made
up his mind that the enemy was within range of fue mus-

kets.
He gave fue signal, and the youths leveled their weapons
and took careful aiim.
The British saw this action, and their commander culled
out:
"Charge, men! Charge the scoundrels!"
The redcoats dashed forward.
"F.ire !" ordered Dick.
The Liberty Boys obeyed.
The volley rang out loudly.
if. number of the redcoats went down, but it had no effect on the :rest. They kept on coming.
"Now the pistols !" cried Dick.
The youths drew pistols and fired two volleys in quick
succession.
'l'he redcoats then fired a volley.
One Liberty Boy was killed and three were wounded.
The youths returned the empty weapons to their belts and
drew the other pistols.
Again they fired-two volleys.
A number of the British went down. and then the vouthB
turned and ran to where their horses stood.
•
They leaped into the saddles and dashed away.
Knowing that they were likely to be fued ~pon before
they were out of range they leaned forward upon the necks
of their horses.
They were none too soon in doing this.
A volley rang out, and two of the horses went down, mortally wounded, t 'r riders being thrown head over heels.
tuckily neither of the youths was seriously injured, and
they leaped up and darted away through the timber.
One or two had been slightly wounded by bullets, but
none were brought off their horses.
They were out of range before the redcoats could fire
another volley.
The Liberty Boys had not much difficulty in making
their way down the hillside on horseback, for at this point
there was but little to obstruct fueir progress. There were
very few trees and not much underbrush.
They rode down the hill and reached the road.
They turned to the left and rode in the direction of the
home of the Doans.
They did not go far, however. Dick did not intend to
leave the vicinity until he learned the fate of the two Liberty Boys who had been thrown from their horses.
He gave the order to halt, when t11ey had gone about
half a mile, and then the youths dismounted and led their
horses in among the trees.
Half an hdnr passed, during which time the wounded
youths had their wounds dressed, and then the two Liberty
Boys who had been thrown from their ~orses put in an ap-
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pearance. And immediately afterward the Indian, Red
Rover appeared.
He was slightly wounded, but looked very well satisfied.
"We killed lot of redcoats," he said; "Red Rover heap
glad."
Dick sent out a couple of scouts, to spy on the British
and see what they were doing. .
One of the scouts came back, presently, and said that
the British had buried their dead, and were now marching
away, carrying their wounded with them.
"Then the battle of Quaker Hill is ended," said Dick.
"And we got the best of the affair," said Bob Estabrook,
with a satisfied grin.
Dick now gave the order for the youths to return to
Quaker Hill.
"We will go into camp there," he said; "it is a good
place for a cam,p, and I don't think there is much danger
that the redcoats will come back and try to attack us."
.The Liberty Boys were soon back at their old campingplace, and it would not take them long to have things about
as they were before the battle.
There was only one face missing; one Liberty Boy had
lost his life in the battle. Th'e youths were saddened
somewhat, but they realized that they had reason to be.
thankful that they had not lost more of their number.
Red Rover, the Indian decoy, took his departure, after
telling Dick that he would be at the cabin in the forest for
some time yet, and that if he was needed, to send for him.
"I want to help all I can," he said; "Injun hate redcoats."
"Thank you," said Dick.

CHAPTER XI.
A DARING PLAN.

"Where are yo.u going, Dick?"
"To tJ1e ciity."
"What for?"
"To finish up the work iliat was iinterrupted the ti.me I
was captured."
"Oh, you are going to try to secure information regarding
the intenVions of the Briti,sh, eh?"
"Yes; General Washington wishes this, and I am going to
try to make a good job of it, this 1Jime."
D:ick Slater was getting ready to leave the encampment.
It was just coming on dark, and Bob "Estabrook had.approached and made the inquiry given above.
"You had better let me go along with you, ·Dick," said
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The other shook his head.
"No, I can i\Vork better alone," he sadd.
"But you tried that, once, and was captured."
"I was captured before I got to Philadelphia; I will see
to it that this doesn't happen agaiin."
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"You had better; for it would be a dii.fficult matter for us
to rescue you ·a second time."
"It would be pra.otically impossible, I judge."
"So it would."
Dfok mounted his horse and rode away.
Some of the Liberty Boys, who had been sent out as
scouts had told Dick that the party of redcoats ha.d gooo
back to Philadelphia, so he did not fear runniing against
them.
On he rode, and at last he paused iin the timber, two
miles west o.f the city.
Here he dismounted and tied !Us horse.
Then he set out cityward afoot
.
He managed to get into the city without being seem. by the
sentinels.
·•
He made his way do"l>n the malin street, and was careful
to keep his face· shaded by his hat brim.
Many of the redcoats would recognize him, if they got a
good look at his face, for many had seen him when he was
a prisoner.
•
Dick paus~ whenever he ·came near a. group of red-0oats
and listened to their conversation.
In this manner he succeeded in picking up a great deal of
valuable informatio:n.
Ile ·was standing with his back toward the building,
listening to the conversation of five redcoats, when suddenily he felt himself seized from behind. Before he could
make a move to struggle or protect himself he was jerked
through a doorway, and the door went ghut with a clang,
and the bar ;was dropped into place.
Dick supposed that he was in. a hallway, but could see
noth ing, it being dark as Erebus. He could not see his
assailants, but he judged, by the number of hands that had
hold of him, that there must be at least three of them.
Dick did not offer to struggle, for he knew it would avail
h~m nothing.
"Who are you?" he asked, iin a steady voice; "and why
have you done this?"
"You sha:ll know in due time," was the reply; "have patience."
Then they conducted him along the hall, and through a
doorway, into a room. Dick heard ilie door close, and a key
grate in the lock, and then a man entered from an adjoining
room, bearing two candles, which he placed on a. table near
the center of the room-which was evidently a library, there
being books in shelves along the wall.
There were four of the men, and Dick eyed them rwith
interest and curiosity.
He was reassured by his survey, for the men ilid not look
like villains. Dick was very favorably .jmpressed with them.
One, an old man, gray-hail-ed and fine-looking, sajd:
"Give me your word that you will not try to escape or
give an alarm, and we will not hind your arms."
Dick hesita.ted, and then sa;i.d:
"Very well; I give you my word that I will not make an , ' ·
~ttempt to escape, just at present .."
"Good; now Captain Slater--"
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"You know me?" exclaimed Dick, taken aback.
" Oh, yes; '"e saw you when you were a praoner here, and
when we saw you, through the window, a few minutes ago,
we recognized you at once."
Dick looked at the men in rather a puzzled manner. He
wondered what they could want with him.
He said nothing, however, but regarded tJhe speaker inquiringly.
"I will now tell you wpy 'We have brought you here," said
the spokesman. "\Ve are, as you may have guessed, pa~
triots like yourself.''
The man paused and looked as though he expected Dick
to say something.
"I did not know whether to th!ink you were patriots or
not," said Dick; "but I am glad to learn that such is the
·

ca~e."

"It is the truth; but of course, we ha.veto be very care:ful. We pretend to be loyalists. ·we have done a great deal
of thinking, of late, and have thought out a. plan for General Waf'hington to capture Philadelphia."
"Indeed?" said Dick.
"Yes; I believe it can be done."
"I would like to think it possible, sir."
"It is, I am :;ure; all that will be neces;:ary is that your
commander-in-chief be placed in posses ion of ti1e knowledge
that we possess."
"That.onght to be very e'dsy and simple. I will gladly
take it to him."
"That is .the point, exactly. That is what we wished that
you mig-ht clo.'"
"I shall be glad to do so. I am here to obtain all the
information pos ible."
- "So we suppooPd."
"Yes."
1
'Then that is settled. All tha.t is necessary is th.at we
shall explain what our plan is."
"I shall be glad to hear it."
"And I i:;hall be glad to tell you what the plan is." With
this, he went ahead, and told his plan. It was that the
patriot army should come down the Delaware River in boats,
make a landing at a point to be designated by the four men,
and then make an attack on the British from the heart of
the city.
"I see," said Dick; "inst.ead of attacking the B11itish
from the outside, we would attack them from within."
"You have the idea. What do you think of it?"
"I hardly know. Do you think it possible that we could
ent.er the city as you have figured, without being discovered
by the B1,itish ?"
"Yes, I think it possible. I be1ieve it can be successfully
accomplished."
Then the man brought forth a paper from a drawer in
the table, and spread ]t out in front of Dick.
It was a drawing of the Delaware River, where.it touched
the city, the streets being marked and named.
At a certain point was a cross-maxk, and the man pointed
1

to this and said:
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"T}\ere is an old empty warehou8e there, and I am confident that the entire patriot army can make a landiing thwe
without the fact heing discovered or even Ruspected by the
British. And once the patriots are in the warehouse, they
can <;teal up the street, nntil they are in the heart of the
British encampment."
"But," said Diek "the British soldiers will be in the
buildings, and it will be impossible to get at them."
"'l'i1ere is to hP a parade anrl rev;iew of the British troops
rhree nights from now," said the man; "that ·would be a
splendid time to make an attack. What do you thinkcould the patriot army get here by that time?"
"I think so," sairl Dick.
"And 'Will you take this pa.per to your commander-inchief and explain thP plan to him?"
"Yes; of course, I cannot say whether or not he will be
in favor of the plan."
"Oh, of cour~e not."
Dick and the four men conversed an hour, at least, and
then the Liberty Boy sarid he must be going.
He bade them good-by, and was conducted to the door.
He stepped out upon the street, and was pleased to note that
no redcoats were near.
He made his way along, keeping back on the darker
streets, for he was afraid he might be seen and recognized
if he remained on the marin street.
He succeeded in reaching the edge of the city, and thin
came the ordeal of getting past the 1Sentinels.
This he accomp1ished succeEsfully, but .it took quite a
while, there being, for some rea on, double the usual number on duty.
"The British must be looking for trouble," Dick thought.
Then he hastened onward, and presently reached the spot
where he had left his horse.
Unty·ing Major, Dick mounted and rode away.
He decided to go to the place where the patriot army was
encamped, th at night, but he would first go to the Liberty
Boys encampment and let the youths kn~w where he was
going, so that they would not worry about him.
He reached the Liberty Boys encampment in due time,
and found that Bob was with one of the sentinels. He e:xplained to Bob, and then rode onward in the dfredion of the
encampment of the patriot army.
He arrived there about two o'clxk in the moming, and at
once Yay down to get some rest before daylight.
He ate breakfast with a company of soldiiers, all the members of which he knew well, and then he went to headquarters.
General Washington gave Dfok a cordial greeting. He
listened to Dick's report with interest, and then t.ook the
drawing the man had given the youth and examin~d it
closely.
When he had fini'Shed, he laid the paper on the table and
looked thought.fully at the floor.
T·hen he looked at Dick and said:
"That is about the most daring plan I have ever heard of,

I
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The youth nodded assent.
"That is what I think, your excellency," he said.
"I hardly know what to think about rit," he went on; "I
judge that it will be best to hold a council, and see what the
members of my staff think about it."
He called a cou11cil of war, and the members of the staff
were told what was :in the wind.
When they heard of the daring plan that was advocated by
the four patriots in Philadelphia they stared in amazement.
Like the commander1in-chuef, they thought it the most
daring scheme that could be conceived.
'I'hey talked it over in all its phases.
They weighed the possibilities of success.
It was decided at last, that the plan was not feasible.
"It is too daring, too risky for us to engage in," said
General Washington.
The others coincided with this view of the case.
"So you ma.y return to Philadelphia and tell the gentlemen, that, while we appreciate their kindness, we cannot
enter upon the plan suggested," the commander-in-chief
told Dick.
"Very well, your excellency,'' saiid Dick.
"While in the city, you will do your best to secure information regarding the intentions of the Br1itish, Dick."
"Yes, sir."
Then the youth mounted his horse and rode away.
He went to the Liberty Boys encampment, and told them
that the attempt to enter Philad~lphia was not to be made.
The youths were disappointed, for they hoped that the
attempt would be made.
It was just the kind of work that they liked.
Nothing could be too daring or desperate for them to at!
tempt, and there had been great possibilities in the plan for
entering the city and making the attack.
"Jove, but I wish they liad decided to try the plan," said
Bob Estabrook, in a disappointed voice.
"Why so, Bob?" with a smile.
"You know why; I wanted a chance to give it to the redcoats at close range. It would have been a big feathe- in
our caps if we had slipped in and attacked the red.ooats
right in the heart of the city."
"Yes, but we might have got the worst of the affair, Bob,
and that would have been rather a costly feather."
"Perhaps that is so."
"Yes; I am inclined to think that it would have been an
unwise thing had the patriot army tried to enter the city.
] doubt if the affair could have been made a success."
Dick remained in the encampment till the middle of the
afternoon, and t}ien he mounted his horse and rode a.way.
He arrived at the home of Mr. Slade an hour before
sundown, and paused there to greet the members of the
family.
. He decided to leave his horse here and walk the rest of the
way to the city, for he thought it poSS'ible that he might
have to remain ihere several da.ys, and he would not wish
to leave Major tied in the timber.
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Mr. Slade said he would attend to the horse, and feed
and water him regularly, the same as he c1ic1 his own a.n- 'J
ima:ls.
Dick ate supper at the Slade home, and then bade the
members of the family good-by and took his departure.
He had gone about half a mile when he heard voices.
The voices sounded from just around a bend in the road.
A few moments later Dick came in sight of the speakers,
and he was surprised to see that one was the Indian, Red
Rover; the other, after a little thought, he remembered as
being the lieutenant who had command of the party that
had made the redskin dive into the l'liver agBJin and again,
the time Dick interfered and frightened the redcoats away.
The Indian had a pistol in his hand, and it was leveled at
the lieutenant, who was glaring at the redskin with murder
in his eyes.

CHAPTER XII.
RED ROVER SETTLES AN ACCOUNT.

The sun was down, but it was not yet so dark as to make
it Impossible to see fairly well.
Dick could, as has been said, see the expression on the
faces of the two actors in the drama before him; on the
Indian's face was grim satisfaction, on that of the lieutenant
hatred and anger.
"Know what Injun goin' t' do?" were the first words
Dick heard after lrn came in sight of the scene.
"No. What?" was the reply.
"Goin' t' kill redcoat."
"The best thing you can do, redskin, is to go your way,
and let me go mine," snarled the lieutenant. '
"Why um think so?"
"Because, if you fire at me, and fail to kill me, then
I will kill you."
"Mebby so; mebby not."
"I'll do it, as sure as my name is Lieutenant Bond!"
"Red Rover no '£raid. Redcoat have fun with Injun,
one day; now Injun gain' t' pay um back."
The lieutenant seemed to realize that the redskin meant
what he said, so now he spoke up.
"See here," he said. "You have taken me at a disadvantage, redskin. Now, be fair, and give me a· chance.
Let's make it a fair fight. Let me have the use of a weapon,
the same as youn;elf."
The Indian grinned, and a cunning look appeared on
his face.
"Would paleface do Injun that way?" he aiked, shrewd- '
ly.
"Of course I would," was the reply.
.
.But the Indian was not deceived. He shrugged his shoulders, and said, sententiously:
"Me no b'leeve."
'
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The lieutenant answered with a fierce attempt to get
"And you are right in not believing, Red Rover," said
\ Dick to himself. "That fellow would shoot you down like free, but he could not do so.
a dog, without giving you any chance."
"No use,'' s~id the Indian. "Redcoat goin' t' die right
1
The lieutenant was disappointed. He glared at the In- 'way."
dian like a wild animal at bay.
There was the fl.ash of steel, a thud, and a gasping groan,
Then he suddenly leaped forward, knocking the muzzle and 'Lieutenant Bond was no more.
The Indian had driven the knife through the heart. of
of the pistol aside as he did so.
The Indian pulled the trigger, and the weapon was dis- his enemy.
charged. The bullet went wild, the lieutenant not being
It was not a pleasant siglit to witness, but Dick felt
the Indian was in reality ju.stifled. He had been cruelthat
injured.
"Now I have you, you dirty redskin!" the redcoat cried, ly treated by the man he had killed, and had won the victory
over him fairly.
as he seized hold of the Indian.
The Indian leaped up, with a cry of exultation, and tlien
The lieutenant was a well-built, strong, and athletic
young man, and he doubtless imagined that in a hand-to- his eyes fell upon Dick.
He recognized the youth at once.
hand combat he would be the redskin's master.
"How?" he greeted .
. But he had for an opponent one who had all his life
"How are you, Red Rover," was Dick's reply.
been used to the fresh, open air, and who was strong and
"Injun feel pret' good; see, Red Rover has paid redcoac
athletic, and who was, moreover, gifted with wonderful
way um done t' udder day."
fur
staying qualities.
saw it all, Red Rover."
"I
The Indian was fully as strong as the redcoat, and the
talked awhile, and then Dick bade the Indian goodThey
struggle promised to be a fierce one.
went on his way, leaving the redskin to bury his
and
by
Dick did not think ii proper that he should interfere.
foe.
The Indian had a just grievance against the redcoat, and
Dick walked rapidly onward till he was within half a
should be permitted to have it out with his enemy.
So the Liberty Boy stood there, silent and motionless., and mile of Philadelphia, ancl then he slackened his pace.
He advanced slowly ancl cautiously.
watched the combat with interest.
He had no doubt of his ability to slip through the lines
for
fatally
end
would
that
He felt that it was a combat
sentinels, but at the same time he realized that he must
of
· one or the other of the two combatants. He knew that
the Indian would kill the redcoat, if he could, and he was exercise care ..
He did so, and finally got safely through.
equally certain that the lieutenant would not scruple to
Soon he was threading the streets, and at last arrived at
· put an end to the life of the Indian if he could _do so.
the house where the four men had been when they had
So it was certainly a combat for life or death.
The two did not waste breath in threats or remarks. dragged him in t?rough the doorway so unceremoniously.
He advanced to the door and knocked upon it.
.
.
.
They saved it for the work in hand. .
After a wait of perhaps half a minute he hEfcird footsteps,
The two moved this way and that. They swayed· back
and forth; they tugged and strained, and e·ach tried to get and then the door was unbolted and opened.
"Who is there?" asked a voice,. which Dick recognized
some advantage over the other.
being that of the old man who had done the talking
as
accomplishment.
For a time this seemed impossible of
he was there before.
when
agility.
and
strength
in
matched
equally
almost
"They were
is I, Dick Slater," lie replied.
"It
to
mishap
It must be settled, then, either by an accidental
yes. Come in."
"Ah,
one or the other, or by the test of endurance.
Dick did so.
It was settled by the latter; and this gave the victory
The man closed the door and opened it, and then led the
to the Indian, for he was untiring. He could have fought
on all night, and been fairly fresh at the end. Not so the way to the library.
The other three men were there, as had been the case
lieutenant; he was not in good training for an extended combefore.
bat. Ris wind was not good.
They greeted Dick with grave courtesy.
He grew weaker and weaker, and at last, in spite of all he
When Dick had taken a seat, the old man said eagerly:
could do, he was thrown to the ground with considerable
"Well? What did your commander-in-chief sav?"
force.
"He said that he did not think it wise to make the atThe Indian alighted on top of the redcoat, and then, with
" a guttural exclamation of delight Red Rover plucked a tempt to enter the city in the manner suggested," was the
reply.
·knife from 'his belt.
Dick noted that the four were disappointed.
He lifted it and brandished it in front of the doomed
They showed this plainly.
man's face.
"I am sorry," said the old man, slowly. "What was
"Redcoat have lieap fun with Injun the udder day,"
said Red Rover, in a grim, deadly voice. "Now Red Rover the objection? Did General Washington think that the
·matter was impracticable?"
goin' t' have fun with redcoat. Now it his turn."
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"Yes, sir."
"Humph. I am sorry that he came to that decision."
"So am I!' said Dick. I would have enjoyed making the
attempt to strike the British such a hard blow."
"And you are sure that the commander-in-chief will
not change his mind?"
" 0 h, yes."
The old man made a gesture to his companions, and
then said to Dick, in a harsh, stern voice:
"Then you are our prisoner!"
At the same moment the otner three men drew and leveled pistols at Dick's head.

CHAPT'ER XIII.
A SURPRISE.

Dick was surprised.
In fact, he had never been more surprised in his life.
He had not for a moment suspected the four men.
He had believed that the four were patriots, as they had
&tated, but now it would seem that they were nothing of the
kind, that they were indeed anything other than patriots.
He sat there, gazing at the four in open-eyed amazement.
They eyed him calmly, but with something of malicious
delight in their expression.
,.
"You appear to be surprised," said the old man.
"I am," said Dick. "Please explain what this means."
"That is easily done. It means that we are not patriots
at all, but loyal king's men, and that the plan to get the
patriot army to enter Philadelphia was conceived with a
view to crushing it at once and forever."
"Ahl" breathed Dick.
"Had your commander-in-chief fallen in with the idea
and ventured to act upon the plan, his army would have
been crushed. He would have been captured, and the cause
that he is working for would have been a thing of the
past."
"But he did not fall in with the idea."

"True."
"What is your name?" asked Dick, abruptly.
"Why do you wish to know?"
"For the reason that I consider that I owe you something,
and I wish to know to whom I am to make payment."
"Don't worry; you will get no chance to pay me. The
war will end ~oon, anyway."
"The war will go on a long while yet."
The old man laughed.
''You may think so, but your commander-in-chief is not
so smart as to prevent the end of this war from coming soon.
His race is about run."
Dick indulged i,.n a sarcastic smile now.
"I don't think you know General Washington or the
people of America if you think that," he said.
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"On the contrary, I think I know the people of America·
Yery well, and I am sure that they will not approve of this
war much longer. It is a losing game for them.".
"I cannot agree that this is so."
"But it is, nevertheless. The war can only end in disaster for the Cause which you are an adherent of, and the
sooner the war ends the better it will be for everybody."
"The war will never end, unless the people of America
are granted their freedom," said Dick, confidently. •
"You are hoping, rather than believing that," said the
man.
"No, I believe it."
"You are only a young fellow, and do not reason deeply."
"Perhaps not, but I am nire that I am right, just the
same."
"No, you are wrong."
Then the old man ordered one of the three to bind Dick's
arms.
T·he man obeyed, and soon Dick was a prisoner in fact.
"What are you going to do with me?" the youth asked.
"We will keep you here to-night, and in the morning we
will turn you over to General Howe."
"And you know what that means, I suppose," said one of
the other men, with a grim smile.
"I have a very good idea regarding the matter," was the
quieL reply.
The four asked Dick many questions, all of whic:h were
calculated to bring forth information regarding the patriot
army; but they had no such effect. Dick was too shrewd to
give anything away.
Finding that they could accomplish nothing in this way,
the four desisted.
Then they conducted him to a room upstairs, and locked
him in.
They left his arms bound, for otherwise he would have
been able to make his escape from the room.
As soon as they had gone, Dick began working at his
bonds.
He believed that he would be able to free his arms.
He worked like a good fellow.
He was strong, and managed to gradually stretch the
rope and loosen it slightly.
He was not sure that he could loosen it enough so that
he could get his hands free, but hoped to be able to do so
in ti.me.
,He worked steadily, for he wished to get free as soon as
possible.
At last he managed to slip his right hand out, and then
it took but a few moments to get rid of the rope.
He was free so far as bonds were concerned, but he had "
yet to get free from the building.
He tried the door, but found it locked.
Then he went to the window and tried it.
. t
Tt went up easily.
The distance to the ground was about fifteen feet. This
would not be a very great dr9p for an athletic youth like
Dick.
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The trouble was that lie might be seen and recaptured.
'-He would have to look out for this, however.
He climbed through the window, lowered himself till
·~ he hung at full length, and then dropped.
•
He alighted upon his feet, and was not injured.
{ He was jarred quite a good deal, but this did not mat-
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Presently lie bade the commamnder-in-ohief good-by, saluted and withdrew.
It was just dinner time, ancl some of the soldiers inviiRd
him to take dinner with them; he accepted the !invitation,
and an hour later, mounted his horse and rode away in the
direction of the Liberty Boys encampment.
ter.
When he arrived there, the youths aske4 him what they
Dick found that he was at the rear of the building, and were to do·.
this made him reasonably safe from the chance of discov"Do we have to return to the encampment?" asked Bob
ery.
Estabrook.
He moved across the back yard and climbed the fence.
Dick shook his head.
He was in an alley, now, and he slowly made bii·s way
"No, we are to stay here .a nd look after the safety of the
along it till he came to the street.
patriot soldiers, Bob."
He was ready to leave the city, for he realized that he
"Good!"
would not dare to remain, now that he was so well known.
The other youths seemed to be well pleased also.
The four Tories who had made a prisoner of him would
The :fact was that they enjoyed working on independent
--:have the entire British army looking for him.
lines. They were young ancl impulsive, and a bit restive
Dick made his way along a8 rapidly as was possible, ununder strict discipline. T'hey always obeyed orders, but they.
der the circumstances. He kept on the back streets, where
felt bet.ter when they were by themselves, awuy from the
there were few lights, and so was in not much danger of
main army.
being seen.
"We will stay here and keep a harp lookout for the redHe :finally reached. the edge of the city, and the task of
coats,"
said Dick.
of getting past the sentinels.confronted him.
"That's
w.hat we will," said Bob; "and when we get our
Th.is dlid not worry him greatly. He was confident of his
eyes on a band of the red.coated rascals :we will go after
ability to get through the lines.
He got past the sentinels in safety, and then walked on- the1p in a way they won't like."
It was possible to see a good 'Ways in every direction,
ward at a swift pace.
from
the top of the hill, and by climbing to the top of a
, It wa.s 811 hour's walk to the Slade home, a.nd here he went
tree
one
could see many miles.
to the stable and lJridled and saddled ihfis hor e and, mountThe youths kept a. lookout in one of the trees, the youths
ing, rode onward at a gallop.
He arrived at the Liberty Boys encampment at last, and taking turns at the work.
"I don't wish the patriot settlers any harm, of course,"
lay down and went to sleep.
Next morning he was up brigillt and early, and after said Bob, as they were eating supper; "but I hope that
breakfast, rnounleLl and roue to the pa1triot encampment, ar- some foraging parties of redcoa.ts will come this way soon."
rivino- thPJ·e about half-past ten o'clock.
Ire went at once to headquarters.
General Washington wn.s surprised to see Dick so soon.
CHAPTER XIV.
He 1rnd not expl'Ckll to see him for three or four dar.
"You are back quickly. Dick," he .saiid.
TWO IN TROUBLE.
"Yes, your excellency."
"What is the 11e\1's? You have discovered something?"
"I have something to report, yoo, sir; I am not sure "Hello., my boy."
"How do ye do, sir?''
whether you. will be surprised or not."
"Do you live around here?"
"What is it? We >l'ill know better then."
"Yes, sir."
Then Dick told General Wasluington how he had learned
"Very good; I wi h to ask you a question or two."
that the four men were in realit:v Tories, and not patriots,
"All
right, sir."
and that it had been a plot to try to lure the patriot army
"I
wish
to know if you have seen a British officer any'into the city."
where
in
this
vicinity in the past two or three days."
The commander-in-chief nodded.
"Yes, it is somewhat of a surprise to me, D/ick," he said.
"Yes, I seen er British officer the other day."
"I thought. the men were patriots."
"Ah, where did you see him?"
' "I thought so," said Dick.
"Not far from here, sir."
They talked an hour or more. and then the cornmander"Indeed! What was he doing?"
in-l'hief told Dick to return to his company and kee-p watch
"He was fighting."
or band of foraging redcoats.
"Fighting!"
The youth was glad to be given this work to do; it was
It waq the middle of the forenoon.
e kind of work' the Liberty Boys liked.
A pnrty of ahont twenty British troopers h,1d met a boy

'
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of perhaps twelve years in the road, at a point a mile and a
half from the Liberty Boys encampment.
The leader of the party of troopers was a captain, and
it wash~ who had engaged the boy in conversation.
He stared at the boy for a few moments, now, and then
said:
"You say the lieutenant was :fighting?"
"Yes, sir."
"Who w'.ith ?"
"An Injun."
The captain started.
"An Indian!" he exclaimed.
"Yes."
"That. is rather strange," the officer murmured.
"I heard the lieutenant telling about having made an
Indian dive off the bank into the river over and over again
till he was nearly exhausted, Captain Hartley," said one
of the troopers; "perhaps it is was th:is same Indian."
"So et was," said the boy; "I hearu 'em talk enuff ter
know thet."
"Well, how did the :fight end?" the captain asked.
The boy looked a. bit nervous, and then said:
"The Injun killed 'im."
Exclamations escaped the lips of the redcoats.
"What's that?"
"You don't mean ·i t !"
"The lieutenant dead?"
"Surely the reuskin didn't kill him!"
The boy nodded.
"Yes he did," he decla.red; "I seen 'im do et."
"Jove, but this is bad news!" from the captain; "boy,
are you sure you are not mistaken?"
"Yes, sir; I seen et all."
"How did the redskin kill him? What kind of a weapon
did he use?"
"A knife."
"Ah!" Then after a minute's pause; "can you guide us
to the place where the fight took place?"
"Yes, sir; an' I kin show ye where the officer is buried."
"Very good; lead the way."
The boy · turned and walked back down the road, the
troopers following.
Presently the boy stopped and pointed to a little mound
of earth just in the edge of the timber, beside fue road.
"There's where the Injun bu:rtied the officer," he said.
The troopers looked at one another. There could be no
doubt regarding the matter. Lieutenant Bond, who had
been missing several days, had most certainly lost his life.
The captain turned to the boy.
"I ·suppose you don't know where this Indian is?"
The boy hesitated.
"I ain't sure th.et I know, sir," he said; "but I kinder
think thet I ao."
"Ah, indeed!" brightening up. "If you can show us
where the redskin stays, it will be worth something to you,
my boy."
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"I'll show ye where I think he is. Then ye kin find out,,
about et fur yerselves."
"Exactly; that will be all right. Is it far?"
"About a mile; mebby a little more."
"Through the timber?"
"Yes."'
"Then we'd better leave our horses here."
"Yes, ye kain't ride through the timber."
The troopers dismounted, and the captain told one of the
men to stay there and gua.rd the horses. ,
"The rest come along," he added.
The boy led the way, the troopers following.
It was a walk of perhaps t~enty-five minutes, and then
the boy stopped and pointed ahead.
"There's the cabin," he .said.
The troopers looked, and presently caught sight of a log~abin standing in among the trees and undergrowth.
"You think the Indian stays there, do you?" the captain
asked.
"Yes; I saw 'im come here once."
"Likely he is there; I hope so."
Then he drew a couple of silver pieces from his pocket
and gave them to the boy.
"Thank you for guiding us hither, my boy."
"Ye air welcum, sir."
The officers addressed h!is men.
"\Ve must surround the cabin," he said; "move slowly
and carefully."
The men moved to the right and to the left, and presently had the cabin surro~ded.
The.n they advanced, drawing closer and closer, the ring
narrowing and shortening.
The boy remained there, to see what would happen.
Presently the captain advanced to the door and knooked
upon it.
"Who there?" came from within, in a guttural voice.
"A friend; open the door."
"Injun got no frien's that wear red coats,~' was the bold
reply."
"Oh, is that so ?"
"Ugh."
"Well, then, we will say that we are enemies; now will you
open the door?"
"No open."
"If you don't open the door, we will break 'it down.''
"Why you want door open?"
"We want to come in."
"Why you want t' come in?"
"We want to ~ you. I want to talk to you."
"Injun no want to talk. Got no time."
·"You will have to take time. You must talk."
"What 'bout."
.
"About the British officer you murdered the other day!"
There was a brief silence, and then came back in defiant · tones~
"M:e no murder enny officer."
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• "You lie, you red scoundrel!" cried the captain. "Do
•ou mean to say that you did not kill him?"
"No, me no say me no kill mn; but me kill um in fair
ght."
~ "Bah, there could be no such thing as a fair fight between a British officer and such as you. You murdered

him.'1
"No such thing. Me kill um, but no murder."
"It is all the same, and you must die, you red villain!"
"Ugh. That so?"
"Yes."
"Mebby so."
"There is no doubt about it; your time has come. So
you might as well open the door and come out."
"Nq, me no do that; but there a white man in here that
I. want you to let come out. He no had ennythin' t' do with
killin' redcoat."
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The fire blazed up briskly, and the redcoats kept feeding
the flames, till they began to take hold of the cabin; then
the men retreated and stood there, pistols in hand, waiting
for the moment when the inmates of the cabin would be
forced to come forth.
The fire burned briskly, and sent up smoke and sparks.
The redcoats waited patiently, for they knew the inmates
must come forth sooner or later.
They were in no hurry.
They had plenty of time, and could afford to wait.
The fire blazed higher and higher.
It was eating into the end of the cabin rapidly, and was
climbing steadily toward the roof.
"They must be getting pretty warm in there," said one
of the troopers, with a grim smile.
"you. are right," agreed the captain. "I'll wager they
are beginning to sweat a bit, at any rate."
In this the captain was right.
The Indian and his white comrade were indeed beginning
to sweat. .The heat in the cabin was becoming almost unsupportable?

"Hol' on, Red Rover," the captain heard a hoarse voice
say. "Whut ye think I am, ennyhow-er yaller dorg?
D'ye think I'm goin' ter sneak outer this heer, an' leave
ye ter fight et out by yerse'f? Not er bit uv et! I'm
goin' ter stay right in heer an' fight ther enemy ter ther las'
"Et begins ter look ez though we'll hev ter open ther
gasp, thet's whut I'm goin' tP.r do."
door an' make er dash fur et,. Red Rover," remarked Luke
Sheddin, as he mopped his face with a bandanna handkerIn spite of himself, the listening officer could not help chief.
feeling admiration for the speaker, although he had never
s n him, and although he knew, by the language that
"I guess we haft' do um pret' soon," was the reply.
the man must be a rough, illiterate fellow.
"An' I reckon thet et'll be erbout ther las' dash we'll ever
make."
"Better go out, Luke," the captain heard the Indian say.
"Mebby so."
"No need you be hurt. It my fig~t; you. go out an' Injun
fight um all by umself."
"Yas; there mus' be fifteen er twenty uv ther redcoats,
an'
they'll put er lot uv bullets inter us, Red Rover."
"Not much I won't; I'm gain' ter stay heer an' he'p ye."
"All uv them shoot at us,'' the Indian said.
"You had better come out," the captain called out. "We
"Ye bet they will; they'll enj'y et. They 1ook onter us
have nothing against you."
ez bein' big game, ye know."
"No, but ye will have afore ye git done with this beer
"That's so."
bizness," was the retort.
Hotter and hotter it grew within the cabin.
"Oh, all right; suit yourself," said the captain. "If you
The fire was now eating through the logs at the end of
want to butt your head against a stone wall, do so. It is the cabin, and the roof was burning.
no affair of mine."
The two move d toward t he other end of the cabin, and
"Thet's so; thet's ther time ye tol' ther trooth; so jest go watched the encroachment of the fire-fiend with fascinated
erhead with yer rat-killin' whenever ye git ready."
eyes.
The captain wasted no more time in talk. He hastily
"We'll hef ter git out purty soon, Red Rover," said Luke,
made his way around the corner of the cabin, and rejoined presently. "Ef we don', ther roof'll fall in onter us, an'
his men.
then et'll be all up with us."
"Get ready to go and break the door down," he said.
"That so."
"Get a log, to use as a battering-ram."
They watched the fire a few minutes longer.
"Say, captain," said one of the men, "they'll likely kill
They heard the rafters begin to crack.
crt wound some of us if we break the door down. Why not
"Ther roof's a-comin" in, Red Rover!" cried Luke; "open
~et the old cabin on fire? Then we can shoot them down ther door. We'll hef ter git outer beer an' resk ther bulwnen they come running out, a.nd we won't be in any dan- lets!"
ger."
"All right, Luke; come 'long!"
11
, "That's ia good idea," was the reply. "We'll set the cabThey moved to the door, and the Indian lifted the bar
in on fire."
down.
Some leaves were scraped together at the end of the cabThen he raised the latch, and looked at Luke.
in, then some twigs and brush were piled on top of the
"My white brother reddy?" he asked.
leaves, ai1<l this was set on fire.
"Reddy!" was the reply.
~~~
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This was evident, for the redcoats were standing, watch~ /
ing the door, pistols in hand, ready to fire at an instant'sl
notice.
·
Dick gave the signal for the Liberty · Boys fo stop and
take aim~
~
They did so, and then at the signal from him, fired a volley.
Six of the redcoats dropped, dead or wounded.
At the same instant the door of the cabin was thrown
open, and two figures came running forth.
The two were the Indian and his white comraue, as the
Liberty Boys instantly saw.
·
Luckily for the two the Liberty Boys had caused complete demoralization in the ranks of the redcoats by firing
the volley.
It had come so unexpectedly that the troopers were almost paralyzed.
They were expecting to kill the inmates of the cabin,
and here half a dozen of their comrades lay on the ground,
dead or wounded.
They did not even :fire at the two, as they had intended
doing.
They guessed, ·from the noise made by the volley, that
they were attacked by a stronger force than their own, and
they turned and ran at the top of their speed.
The Liberty Boys :fired another volley, and brought dow
two more of the enemy,
The Indian and the hunter fired a couple of shot~, and .
then the Indian gave utterance to a whoop of satisfaction.
"How?" he said to Dick. "You got here just right
time."
"Thet's whut ye did,'' said Shedrlin.
"Redcoats gain' t' shoot us fuII uv bullets," added Red
Rover.
"Well, they won't do it now," with a smile.
"No, um heap scared. They no come back."
Then the two told how the redcoats had cotne and set
fire to the ca bin.
"I wonder how they found out where you were," &aid
Bob.
'
"Dunno; mebby somebody tol' um.''
The Liberty Boys lookec1 at the redcoats who had been
shot down, and f!)und that six were dead, two being wounded.
They dressed the wounds of the two as best they could,
and then buried the six.
This done, Dick told the youths to take up the two
wounded soldiers.
"We will return to the encampment," he said. "Arc-v
you coming with u , Red Rover a.nd Luke?"
1
"Guess we might as well," said Sheddin. "We hain't
got no place ter stay now."
"Ugh! We go with you," said the Indian.
It was slow work, carrying the wounded men, and it took
the party nearly an hour to reach the encampment.
They kept a sharp lookout as they were going, but did
·
not see anything of the redcoats.
~

THE LIBERTY BOYS APPEAR IN TIME.

"Say, Dick!"
"What, Bob?"
"I see some smoke."
"Where?"
"About-a mile or so, over toward the northeast."
"Is it near the road?"
"No, it is away over in the timber."
"You can't see the :fire?"
"No, just the smoke."
It was the middle of the forenoon, and Bob Estabrook was
taking his turn up in the tree-top, as lookout.
He had caught ight of smoke curling up from among
the trees away over :in the timber, and had called down
to Dick, whereupon the above conversation had ensued.
Dick's curiosity was aroused, and he climbed up into
the tree-top, and was soon beside Bob.
He looked, at the mokr, aJ)(l an exclamation escaped
him.
"That is just .about where Red Rover's cabin i ·,"he said.
"I wonder if it is on firP?"
"If there is a cabin th re, -thal is likely what is mak:ing
the smoke, Dick."
"But how woulcl the cabin catch .fire?"
"Perhaps the redcoafa have found it and set fire to it."
Dick started.
"That is just what has happened, I'll wager," he said.
"They have missed Lieutenant Bond, and they may have
learned that he was killed 1)y the Indian, and it is possible
that they found out where the redskin stayed and have
set fire to his cabin."
"l1ikely enough, Dick."
"It may be that they Jiayen' t killed the Indian yet, and if
such is the case we might get there in time to save him."
"That is just what I was thinking, old man. Let's take
some of the boys and go there at once."
"All right, €'11 take fifty of the boys. That will be
a sufficient number to enable us to handle the British.'~
Tl~y climbed down out of the tree as quickly as possible, and five minutes later :fifty of the youths set out
through the timber as fast as they coula walk.
They were not long in reaching the vicinity of the burn:
ing cabin, and they approached cautiously.
When they got within fifty -yards of the cabin, they
caught sight of the redcoats.
"There they are!" said Dick, cautiously. "We will slip
up as close as possible, and then give the rascals a volley."
They advanced, and when they got where they could see
the entire front of the cabin they noted that the door was
closed.
They at once guessed the truth-that the Indian was
in th<> ""hin

..
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, "They gone back t' big city," ·said the redskin, with a
grim smile.
When they reached the encampment the other youths
asked eagerl3 regarding the affair. They had heard the
~ound of the firing. Then, too. they Faw the wounded redcoats.
They were well pleased when they learned that six redcoats had been killed.
''I guess that will tearh them a lesson," Raid l\fark Mornson.
The others all thought the same.
Red Rover and Luke Shedrlin \Yetc made \Velcome at the
encampment, ancl they were soon feeling perfeci.ly at home.
/
· The little party of British troopers were very angry
\
and greatly disgURted.
They had been struck a ~evrre blow, and had lost eight
of their number, and had not so much as fired a shot at
the enemy.
They were disgusted as much with themselves as with
the rebels.
"They must have heen the Liberty Boys," said Captain
Hartley, gloomily.
--. "Likely," agreed one of the men.
"Well, we can do nothing with such a small force, so
let's get back to the city and make a report, and then re~urn with a force of rnfficient strength to enable us to put
the rebels to flight."
The men were reacl~· to clo this, anrl so they mounted
their horses and rode away. They led the eight extra
horses.
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It set out, and was soon riding in the direction of the
place where it was thought likely that the Liberty Boys
would be encamped.
lf'he redcoats learned from a Tory settler thatthe Liberty
Boys were encamped on the top of Quaker Hill , and they
set out in that direction at once.
The Liberty Boys were not to be taken qy surprise, however. They knew the enemy was coming long before they
got there, and were ready to receive the redcoats.
The two parties had a lively little engagement that afternoon, and the redcoats got the worst of it, as was usually
the case.
They retired, angry and disappointed, hut not discour!
aged.
'11 his ;vas the beginning of a series of enga~em~ts between .the two parties of soldiers, and gradt l ·the Liberty
Boys retreated toward the WKJst.

They were not strong enough to hold their own against
the redcoats, so kept retreating.
The British troopers, feeling confident, now that they
had got their enemy to retreating, because a little bit
careless, and one night the youths slipped down upon them
and made a furious attack.
It was a characteristic Liberty Boys' attack, and the
result was that the redcoats were scattered to the four
winds.
That settled it with Captain Hartley.
He got the remnant of hiR force together, after considerable difficulty, and returned to Philadelphia.
He went to headquarters and frankl~' acknowledged that
ihe ·hated "rebels" hacl been too much for him.

When they reaehrl1 Phil adelphia Captain Hartley went to
headquarters and made his report.
"We were doing very well," he explained, "and were drivGeneral Howe was sony to hear that Licnicnant Bond ing them along without murh trouble, but last night the~·
waR dead, .and he was angry when he learned that the cap- sneaked Jown upon us and played the very deuce \rii11
tain's force had been attacked hy the I1iberty Boys and us."
eight of their number killed or wounded.
General Howe spoke some consoling words to the cap"Those Liberty Boys must be driven out of this part of tain, and told him that he was sure that .the captain 1ras
the country," the general ~aid. "'l'hey are always bob- not to blame for the disaster.
bing up when least expected, and 1.hey invariably do dam"I am beginning to have great respect for the prowess of
age."
...those Liberty Boys," he said. "I am of the opinion that
"Let me take a strong force of troopers and go after it would take an army to get them in such a shape as would
rriakc them surrender."
them, sir."

~ "Very well; you are at liberty to dn so; and T hope you
"I think so, your excellency. Arnl I am glad that you
J.m have better luck than was the case when this was tried rlo not. blame me for being defeated by half the number of
Jlefore."

men that I had in my force."
The captain knew that he was to hlame for what had
sir."
occurred, that he had been carelcRs and had permitted the
Then Captain Hartley went away and soon had his force youths to take Mm by surprise, b1it he did not want the
ready.
commander-in-chief to know this.

• "I hope so. I will do my best to get the better of them,

~~~
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Our story is practically ended.
mountains to the west, and Luke Sheddin went with him.
The Liberty Boys remained in camp not far from the They never forgot the Liberty Boys, to whom they h&
Doa~ home, quite a while, and they succeeded in striking taken a great Eking.
various bands of foraging redcoats blows.
THE END.
The British made several attempts to get at the Liberty
Boys, but failed each time, and finally gave up in disThe next number (189) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
gust.
will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AFLOAT; Oil,
During the time that they were in that part of the coun- SAILING WITH PAUL JONES," by Harry Moore.
try, three of the Liberty Boys-Dave Waller, Ben Spencer,
and George Williams-fell in love with Sally Slade, Maggie
Doan, and Lucy Loraine, and when the war ended the three
couples were married.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
The marriage of George Williams to 'the blind girl was
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
something of a ,surprise to his friends, but he said that he
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
loved Lucy, and tbat he would do the seeing for both. That
he made no mistake in marrying her was proved conclusive- mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
ly, for they lived together many ~ears and were very happy. SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
Red Rover, the Ind'ian decoy, went to his people in the you order by return mail.
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Most of the books are also profusely illustrated, and all of the subjeC'ls treated upon are want
to know anything about the subjectai
child can thoroughly understand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you
;
mentioned.
MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
THESE BOOKS AREl FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALE RS OR WILL BE SENT BYBOOKS
FOR TWENTY-FIV E
FR8M THI'IS OFFICE ON 1-tECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY 'l'HREE Publisher,
24 Union Square, N.Y.
CENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS '.rAKEN TIIE HAMEJ AS MONEY. Address l!'RANK TOUSEY,

MESMERI SM.

No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE .-Containing the most approved methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all kinv;i of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnelic healing. By l'rof. Leo
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTR Y.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks witb il'
lustrations. By A. Anderson.
,, No.. 7_7. HOW TO DO l!'ORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS. conjurors
leading
by
performed
as
1.JOntarn1?1l deceptive Card Tricks
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY .--Containing the most apNo. ?· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Th e great book of magic and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
fulr instruction on all the leading card tricks
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing
popular magical illusions !ill performed by
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the day, also the most
k,
0U1: lea?ing magicians; every boy shouJd obtain a. copy of this
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTIS M.
No: 22. HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Hell er's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE .-Containing valuable and in- explamed bJ'. his former assistant, E'red Hunt, Jr. Explaining b1>w
Also
hypnotism.
of
the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
structive information regarding the science
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also.giving nil the codes and signals. The only
.
authentic explanation of second sight.
lea.ding hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\IE A l\fAGICIAN.- Containing the
SPORTING .
gran?-est assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
bunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full inNo. 68. HOW 'l'O DO CHEMICAL THICKS.-Co ntaining over
•tructions about gvns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.(
fish.
and
together with descriptions of game
By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Cont aining over '
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat. !iftY of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containFull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ing _the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
. No._ 70. HOW '.J'O M-<\KE 11!.A.GIC ~OYS.-Containing full
· No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- directions for makmg Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
horses
useful
most
the
Describing
horse.
the
on
treatise
A complete
A. Anderson. Fu13 illustrated.
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for
No. 73. HOW T DO 'l'lUCKS WITH NUMBERS.-S howii'g
diseases pectlliar to the horse.
curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By (A.
many
handy
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
canoes
constructing
for
directions
book for boys, containing full
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containinr
and the most popular manner of sailing them. 11~ully illustrated. tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracin1
Hicks.
Stansfield
By C.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ~qw TO DO THE .BLACK ART.-Contai ning a comFORTUNE TELLING.
.
descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
plete
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.with manY. wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson:
Con taining the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together
0
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. . A complete book.
MEC HA NICAL.
dreams,
erybody
DREAMS.-Ev
EXPLAIN
TO
HOW
No. 23.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR. -Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book shoul~ !rnow how inv~ntions originated. This book explain• th&m
gives the explanation to all kinds of d(eams, together with lucky all, g1v1r;g example~ Ill electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES. -Everyone is desirous of . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER. -Containlng full
or
happiness
whether
forth,
bring
will
life
future
his
what
knowing
mstructi.ons bow to proceed m order to become a locomotive enmisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gi~eer; also dir".cti_ons for buildi_ng a model i.:>comotive; together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description of everythmg an engineer shouldi know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUME NTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions 'how to mak~ a B!J-njo, Violin, Zither, JEolian Harp, Xylohand,
the
of
lines
of
aid
the
by
fortunes
telling
for
rules
Containing
phone and other musical mstruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
.b l aid Qf moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald
'
for twenty years bandmaster of t'he Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC .
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.- Containinr
full inNo. 6. BOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-G iving
description of the lantern, toge1her with its history and invention.
•truction for the use of dumb bells, Indian dubs, parallel bars, aAlso
full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, illustrated.
By John Allen.
can
boy
Every
illustrations.
sixty
over
containing
healthy muscle;
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICA L TRICKS.-Co ntaininr
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained complete
instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
Fully illustrated.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differLETTER WRITING.
ent positiona of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETT ERS.-A m011t comthese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box plete
little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
;without an instructor.
and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and o\4
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMN AST.-Contain ing full
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Gi ving
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
Macdonald.
W.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor
•
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
'A bandy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN .-··
for
instruction
full
taining
FENCE.-Con
TO
HOW
34.
~o.
Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all 11ubjeca;
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. also giving sample letlers for instruction.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW TO .WRITE LETTERS.- A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your fathe· ,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDS.
~
.
write to. Every young man and every youn1
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-<:lon ta.ining body you wish to
.
book.
!explanations of tlie general p1·inciples of sleight-of-band applicable lady in the land should have this LETTERS
CORRECTLY .-Ooll.·
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
letters on almost any subject;
1leigbt-of-hand ; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
specially prepared cards. By Professor Balfner. Illustrated.

THE STAGE.
41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
K.-Oontai ning a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
wonderful little book. ;
4f· THE J?OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.mg a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuseand amateur shows.
45. TIIE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
JOKE B<?OK.;--Sometbinit new apd very instructive. Every
ahould obtain this book, as it contams full instructions for or. g an amateur minstrel troupe.
65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
books ever p ublishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
DB a large collect10n of .songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
ce Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
'tla,y. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
·
a copy immediately.
79. H9W TO BECOME AN AOTOR.-Containing . cominstructions how to make up for various characters on the
; together with the duties of the Stage Manager. Prompter
Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the !ates, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
· pular Uer~l!-n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
cover contammg a. half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. HQW T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing four-

1

teen illustrations, g1vmg the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a]I the popular :iuthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moat
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. :S:OW TO DEBA'rE.-Giving rules for conducting d~
bates, outlines for. de~ates, qu.estions for discussion, and the beat
sources for procurmg mformat10n on the questions given.

No.

SOCIETY.

3. BOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully expl~ined by this little book. B esides the various methods of
ha.ndkerch1ef._ fan , glove, parasol, window.and hat flirta tion, it con·
tams a full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers which i1
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot' be happy
without one.
. No. 4. H9W .TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
l~ttle .book Just issued ~y Fr~nk Tousey. It contains full instructions m the art of dancing, etiquet te in the ball-room and at parties
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love
court8hip and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not generally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
a rt of dressing and appearing well a t home and abroad, giving th•
selections of colors, materia l, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. H OW T O BECOME B E AUTIF UL .- One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest a nd most va luable little books ever given to the world.
16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing J!lvery body wishes to know how to become beautiful, bot h male and
instructions for constructing a window garden either in t own fema le. T he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
~untry, and the most approved methods for raising beaut ifu l and be convinced how to become beautifu l.
en at home. The most complete book of the kind ever p ub-

~ed.

No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive bool:s

BIRDS AND AN IMALS.

BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and

No. 7. HOW TO K EEP
llli cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats
full instr uctions for the management and training of the
lab, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of containing
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbi rd,_paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW. TO R AISE DOGS, P OULTRY P IGEONS AND

cooks.

No. 37. BOW TO KEEP BOUSE.-It cont ains information for
verybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
ake almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments
rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'

ELECTRICAL.

o. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRIOITY.-A de-

R ABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illuat rated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SE T TRAPS.-Including hintl
on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birda.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . HarringtoD
Keene.
No. 50. BOW TO STUFF BIRDS "AND ANIMALS.-:&:
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountinl
and preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets ; also giving full
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind ever
published.

of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ;
ri :
r with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
g
c. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ilstrations.
N o. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACBINES.-Con11.ining full directions for making electrical machines, induction
pilt, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
y R. A. R. B ennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
~rge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. S. BOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-"A useful lnd h1•
ogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thia
ENTERTAINME NT.
N o. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Barry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
~ennedy. The secret · given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
his book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cra..m, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 19.-FRANK ·rouSEY' S UNITED STAT ES DISTANCE
des every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
t, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving the
distances on all the railroads of the United S tates and
official
It.
in
fun)
(of
millions
there's
and
published,
eatest book ever
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. ,.. Also table of distances by water fo forei gn ports, hack
,. valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makin1
f games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and handy books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
Eor parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
oney than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to ever7
ook, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
ackgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. BOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-ConNo. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
he leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regard ing t he collecting and arranginc
of stamps and coimi. Handsomely illustrated.
d witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.- By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OARDS.-A complete and handy little
k, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
' Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure1
.
uction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContalnNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hanto work it ;
how
and
Camera
the
regarding
information
useful
ing
d interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
inplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
~Abney.
ETIQU ETTE.
No. 62. BOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
o. 13. B OW T O DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
great life Recret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
of Study, Examinations, Duties, S taff of Officers, Post
course
it.
in
happiness
There's
bout.
. 33. H OW TO BEHA VE.- Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
ring to good advantage a.t parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.-Complete ine drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to t he Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. BOW T O RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and -buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bo7
know to become an officer in the United St!\tes Navy. Comshould
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
··alect, Jlrench dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become •
West Point Military Cadet."
llt'ith many standard readings.
P RICE 10 CENTS~ E ACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
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CONTAINS ALL SORTS OF STORIES.

82 PAGES.

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED COVERS.
LATEST ISSUES:

249 A New York Boy In the Soudan ; or, The Mahdi's Slave. By Howard Austin.
250 Jack Wright and His Electric Balloon Ship; or, 30,000 Leagues
Above the Earth. By "Noname."
251 The Game-Cock of Deadwood. A Story of the Wild Northwest.
By Jas C. Merritt.
252 Harry Hook, the Boy Fireman of No. 1 ; or, Always at His rost.
By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
253 trhe Waifs of New York. By N. s. Woods (The Young American
·
Actor).
254 Jack Wright and His Dandy of the Deep; or, Driven Afloat in the
Sea of Fire. By "Noname."
255 In the Sea of Ice; or, The Perils of a Boy Whaler. By Berton
Bertrew.
256 ll!ad Anthony Wayne, the Hero of Stony Point. By Gen'!. Jas.
A. Gordon.
257 The Arkansas Scout; or, Fighting the Redskins. By An Old
Scout.
258 Jack Wright"s Demon of the Plains; or, Wild Adventures Among
the Cowboys.
250 The Merry 'l'en; or, The Shadows of a Social Club. By Jno. B.
·
Dowd.
260 Dan Driver, the Boy Engineer of the Mountain Express; or,
Railroading on the Denver and Rio Grande.
261 S!~fd ~~!t~f Santa Fe; or, The Lions' Treasure Cave. By An
262 Jack Wright and Hie Electric Torpedo Ram; or, The Sunken
City gf the Atlantic. By "Noname."
263 The Rival Schools; or, Fighting tor the Championship. By
Allyn Draper.
264 Jack Reef, the Boy Captain; or, Adventures on the Ocean. By
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
265 A Boy In Wal! Street; or, Dick Hatch, the Yeung Broker. By
H. K. Shackleford.
~ 266 Jack Wright and his Iron-Clad Air Motor; or, Searching tor a
Lost Explorer. By "Noname."
267 The Riva! Base Ball Clubs; or, The Champions of Columbia
Academy. By Allyn Draper.
268 The Boy Cattle King; or, Frank Forc!ham's Wild West Ranch.
By an Old Scout.
269 Wide Awake Wll!, The Plucky Boy Fireman ot No. 3 ; or, Fight·
Ing the Fie mes for Fame and Fortune. By ex-Fire Chief War·
den.
__.. 270 Jack Wright and His Electric Tricycle; or, Fighting the Stran·
glers of the Crimson Desert. By "Noname."
271 The Orphans of New York. A Pathetic Story of a Great City.
By N. S. Wood (the Young American Actor).
272 Sitting Bull's Last Shot; or, The Vengeance of an Indian Police·
man. By Pawnee Bill.
273 The Haunted House on the Harlem: or, The Mystery of a MissIng Man. By Howard Austin.
~74 Jack Wright and His Ocean Plunger; or, The Harpoon Hunters
of the Arctic. By "Noname."
275 Claim 33; or, The Boys of the Mountain. By Jae. c. Merritt.
276 Tile Road to Ruin ; or, The Snares and Temptations of New
'.York. By Jno. B. Dowd.
277 A Spy at 16; or, Fighting tor Washington and Liberty. By
Gen'! Jae. A. Gordon.
~ 278 Jack Wright's Flying Torpedo; or, The Black Demons of Dismal
Swamp. By "Noname."
279 High Ladder Harry, The Young Fireman of Freeport; or, Al·
ways at the Top. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
280 100 Chests of Gold; or, The Aztecs'. Buried Secret. By Richard
R. Montgomery.
ll8i Pat Ma!!oy; or, An Irish Boy's Pluck and Luck. By Allyn
Draper.
282 Jack Wright and His Electric Sea Ghost; or, A Strange Under
Water Journey. By "Noname."
283 Sl:xty Mlle Sam: or, Bound to be on Time. By Jas. C. Merritt.
284 83 Degrees North Latitude ; or, the Handwriting in the Iceberg.
By Howard Austin.
285 Joe, The Actor's Boy ; or, Famous at Fourteen. By N. S. Wcrod
e
(the Young American Actor.)

•

EVE.RY STORY COMPLETE.

PRICE 5. OEKTS.

286 Dead For 5 Years; or, The Mystery of a Madhouse. By AilJ.•
•'
Draper.
287 Broker Bob; or, The Youngest Operator In Wall Street. ~
H . K. Shackleford.
288 Boy Parde.; or, Making a Home on the Border. By An Old
•
Scout.
289 The Twenty Doctors; or, the Mystery of the Coast. By Capt.
Thos. B. Wiison.
200 The Boy Cavalry lilcout; or, Life In the Saddle. By Gen'!. Jas.
A. Gordon.
291 The Boy Firemen; or, "Stand by the- Machine." By Ex-Fire Chief
Warden.
202 Rob, the Runaway; or, From Office Boy to Partner. By Allyn
Draper.
293 The Shattere"d Glass; or, A Country Boy In New York A Tr.ue
Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
204 t Lightnlng Lew, the Boy Scout; or, rerils In the West. By Gen'!.
Jas. A. Gordon.
295 The Gray House on the Rock; or, The Ghosts of Ba!lentyne Hall.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
296 A Poor Boy's Fight; or, The Hero of the School. By Howard
Austin.
297 Captain Jack Tempest; or, The Prince of the Sea. By Capt. Thos.
H. Wilson.
298 Billy Button, the Young Clown and Bareback Rider. By Berto
Bertrew.
299 An Engineer at 16: or, The Prince of the Lightning Express. By
Jas. C. Merritt.
300 To the North Pole In a Balloon. By Berton Betrew.
301 Kit Carson's Little Scout; or, The Renegade's Doom. By An Old
Seout.
302 From the Street: or, The Fortunes of a Bootblack. By N. S. Wood
the Young American Actor).
303 Old Putnam's Pet; or, The Young Patriot Spy. A Story of the
Revolution. By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
304 The Boy Speculators ot Brookton; or, ' Mllllona!res at Nineteen.
By A!!yn Draper.
305 Rob Rudder, the Boy Pllot ot the Mississippi. By Howard Austin.
306 The Downward Path; or, The Road to Ruin. A Trae Temperance
Story. By B. K. Shackleford.
307 Up From the Ranks; or, From Corporal to General. A Story of
the Great Rebellion. By Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
308 Expelled From School; or, The Rebels of Beechdale Academy.
By Allyn Draper.
309 Larry, the Lite Saver; or, A Born Fireman. By Ex-Fire ChJP~/ {,,_-~
w d
310 The ~ri~<i of Siberia; or, The Boy Tracker of the Steppes. · jyy
"
Allan Arnold.
311 Across the Continent with a Circus; or, The Twin Riders of the
B t
B B t
RI
Y er on er rew.
ng.
312 On Board a Man-of-War; or, Jack Farragut in the U. S. Navy.
~
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
313 Nick and Jed, the King Trappers of the Border. By An Olil
Scout.
314 Red Light Dick, 'l'he Engineer Prince; or, The Bravest Boy on
the Railroad. By Jas. C. Merritt.
315 Leadville Jack, the Game Cock of the West. By An Old Scout.
316 AdrifHn the Sea of Grass; or, The Strange Voyage of a Missing Ship.
By Ca.pt. Thos. H. Wilson.
317 Out of the Gutter: or. Fighting the Battle Alone. A True Temperance
Story. By H.K. Shackleford.
318 The Scouts of the Santee; or, Redcoats and Whigs. A Story of the
American Revolution. By Gen'! Jae. A. Gordon.
319 Edwin Forrest's Boy Pupil; or, The Struggles and Triumphs of a Boy
Actor. By N. S. Wood, the Young American Actor.
32 0 Air Line Will, The Younit Engineer of the New Mexico Express. BJ'
Jas. C. Merritt.
32 l The Richest Boy in Arizona; or, The Mystery o! the Gila. By Howard
Austin.
3 2 2 Twenty Degrees Beyond the Arctic Circle; or, deserted in the Land of
Ice. By Berton Bertrew
•
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find . ..... cents for which please send me:
,•... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ........................... .. .. .... ... · .... • · • • · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · • ·:
le • • •
" " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ...... , .............. . ................... -:- .......... ·.·····•
" " FRANK READE W"EEKLY, Nos........................... ............•.•. •··············
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos........................ .. , .................... · ·. · · · · · · · · · · ·; ·
'• ... "
SECRET SERVICE, Nos..... .. ......... - ............... · ..... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .· · · · · •• · ·'"
"
LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ....-................ ~ .................. ·· .... ··· .. .... .
THE
"
"
Hand Books, Nos ... .... . .. ..... ... .......................... ........·.........
Ten-Cent
"
"
a.le by au .1.~ ~ .. -~~t'"""'t and No ................... . Town .......... State . .... .... .. .....••
F or S
4'i"S
fe • • •

It

l'BANX TOUSEY, Publisher,_

u-·-

-

.

JUE LlBEBTY .BOYS -OF '76.

.A Weekly Magazine containing Stories of the .American Re"Volutio
By HAR RY MOORE.

I

These storie s a.re based on actual fa cts• and gtv e a, fa,i thf
accoun t of the excitin g adven tures of a brave ba.na of Amerio~
youth s who were alway s ready and willin g to imp~ril their liv
for the sake of helpin g a.long the gallan t cause of In_dep
Every numbe r will consis t of 32 · large pages of readin g enden5
matte
bound in a, beauti ful colore d cover.
LATEST ISSUES·
1152 The
H;3 'l'be
112 The Liberty Boys Cornered; or, " Which. Way Shall We Turn?" 154
The
113 The Liberty Boys at Valley )j' urge ; or, Enduring Terrible
Hard- 105 'l'he
ships.
114
115
116
117
118
119

The Liberty Boys Missing; or, Lost in the Swamps.
The Liberty Boys' Wai;er, And Bow 'l'hey Won lt.
The Liberty Boys Dece ived; or, Tricked but Not 13eaten.
The Liberty Boys and the Dwarf ; or, A Dangerous Enemy.
The Liberty Boys' Des.d-Shots; or, 'l'he Deadly Twelve.
The Liberty Boys'
or, '.L'be Country lloys
Helped .
120 The Liberty Boys' League:
Neut.,st Trick; or, How tbP. Who
Redcoats were
Fooled.
121 The Liberty Boys tranded; or, Afoot In the Enemy's Country.
122 The Llbet-ty Boys in the Saddle; or, Lively Work for Liberty's
Cause.
123 The Liberty Boys' Bonanza: or, Taking Toll from the Tories.
124 The Liberty Boys at Sara?oi:a; or. The Surrender
of Burgoyne.
12 ii , 'l'be Liberty Boys and "Old Put.";
The Escape at Horseneck.
126 The Liberty Boys Bugle Call; or,or'l'he
Plot to Poison Washington.
127 The Liberty lloys and ''Queen Esther" ; or, 'l'he Wyoming Valley
Massacre.
128 The Liberty Boys· Horse Guard: or, On
High Hills of Santee.
129 The Ll\Je.rty Boys and Aaron Burr; or,theBattling
for lndependenre.
.
130 The Llbe1·ty Boys and the "Swamp Fox" ; or, Helping Marloll.
131 Th<' Liberty Boys and Ethan Allen ; or, Old and Young Veterans.
1 32 The Liberty Boys and the King's Spy; or, Diamond Cut Diamond.
·
133 The Liberty Boys' Bayonet Charge; or, The Siege of Yorktown.
134 The Liberty Boys and l'aul Jones; or, The Martyrs of the Prison
Ships.
135 The Liberty Boys at Bvwling Green; or, Smashing the King·s
Statue.
136 The Liberty Boys and Nathan Hale; or, The Brave Patrlot Spy.
137 The Liberty Boys' "Minute Men" ; or, The Battle of the Cow
Pens.
138 The Liberty Boys and the Traitor ; or, How They Handled Him .
1 R!) 'l'he Liberty Boys at Yellow Creek ; or, Rout!Lg the Red coats.
u 'l'he Liberty Boys and Genernl Greene; or, Chasing Cornwallis.
~ 11 The Liberty Boys in Ri chmond ; or, l~ightlng Trnltor
ld.
H2 The Libe rty Boys and the Terrible 'l'ory ; or, BeatingArno
a Bad
llfan.
143 The Libe rty Boys' Sword-E'lght ; or, Winning with the Enemy's
Weapons.
144 The Liberty BGyM in Georgin: or, Lively Times Down South.
145 The Liberty Tloys· Greatest Triumph: or, The llfarcb to Victory.
146 The Liherty !toys and t he Quaker Spy: o r, T wo of a Kind .
147 'l'he I.,lberty Boys in Florida: or, l•' ightlng Prevost's Army.
148 The
be rty Boys {,ast Chan ce : or, Making the Best of It.
14!l '.rbe Liber ty Boy~ · Sharps)loote rs; or, Th e Battle of the Kegs.
lilO 'l'he I.lherty Boys ()n Guard : or. Watching t he Er.emy.
1;;1 The Liberty Boys' Strange Guide; or, the Myste rious Maiden.

J 56

157

108

159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
111

172

173
174
175
176

177

178
179
180
18 1
18 2
18 3

18 !l
18 5
18 6
1 R 'i
18 8

Liberty Boys in the Moun tains ; or, Among
r eoJ
Liberty lloys· Hetreat; or, in the Shades of Rough
Death.
Liberty lloys and tile l"ire FienJ · or A New Kind
of Bat
Liberty Boys in Quakertown ; or, ~faking 'fhiugs Lively
l'hiladelphla .
.
·
The Liberty Boys and the Gypsies; or, .\ Wonderful Surprise.
'l'be Liberty Boys' Flying Artillery; or ·(,\l)erty or Dea th."
The Liberty Boys Against the Hed Deru .. is; or, 1"ightlng the :
dlan Raiders.
·
The Liberty Boys' Gunners: or, The Bon• •ardment of Monmout
'l'he Liberty lloys and Lafayette; or, He •lng the Young Fren
General.
Th e Liberty B oys · G It
r : or, Tb e B ravesr r the Brave.
'l'b;oa1~~rty Boys at West Point; or, U.
ng to Watch the Re
The Liberty Boys' 'l'errlble 'l'ussle; or, Ji'
t ing to a Finish.
The Liberty lloys and "'Light llors"e J
·y" ; or, Chasing tb
British Dragoons.
t
The Liberty 11oys in Cnmp; or. Work i 1 · '>r Washington.
The Liberty iloys and Mute ~! a rt: or. 'l
-eaf and Dumb Spy.
'l'b~n~~,,~~ty Boys at Trenton; or, The
test Christmas ev
The Liberty Boys and General Gate!;
... 1e _Dis.ister iu ('au
den.
'l'be Liberty Boys at Brandywine ; or,
Tb~0 '¥;lberty Bo'"s· Hot Campaign-, or,
·'
Hecord.
'
nest \Yori' · n
The Liberty Boys' Awkward Squad; '
g In C\e" · It
cruits.
The Liberty Boys• Fierce Finish; or, B
t
to the End.
Th e Liberty Boys at Forty Fort; o
ttle of 1'0 ~01
Mountain.
The Liberty Boys o ' Swamp Rats;
ug ~ b e Redco11
Worried.
The Libe rty Boys· Death March: or, ne u r1
. ~ Regiment.
The Liberty Boys' Only Sun-ender, And Wh
" ' M Do ne.
Th e Liberty Boyi"'tnd Flora llfcDonald : or, After t h~ Hess ians
Th e Libe rty Boys' Drum Corps ; or, l!'ighting ror the Sta rry Fla
The Libe rty Boys and the Gun llfaker ; or, 'l'he Battle of Sto1
Point.
Th e Liberty Boy · as Night Owls: or, Great Work after Dark.
The Liherty Boys and the Girl Spy; or, Fighting Tryon'• Haiders.
The Libert.y Boys' Masked Battery; or, 'l'he .Barning or Kingston.
The Liberty Boys a nd Major Andre; or, '!'rapping the British llle
senii-er.
The Liberty Boys in District 96: or. Surrounded by Redco11.ts.
The Liberty Boys and the Sentinel; or, The Capture of Fort 1Vnsh in
ton.
1'he Liberty Boys on t he Hudson; or, Working on the W ater.
The Liberr.y Boys at Gernrnntown : or, Good Work in a Good Cause.
The Liberty Boys' India n Decoy; or, Tbe Fight on Quaker Hill.
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by
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D EA • Srn-Enclo sed find . . . ... cents for which please send me:
.... copies r1' WORK AND WIN, Nos ......... .... - .......... .......... •• • •••••.. . .• • ........•
..... • ..
H
"
WILD WEST WEEKLY , Nos . . ........ . ......... ...... .... ..... . •.. . . . ......... .... . .. .
"
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